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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A community which has its own hospital and doctor is benefited 
in many ways. First, the people in the community are near medical 
care in times of emergency . Second, hospital patients from the com-
munity are near family and friends when receiving care. Third, a 
community may be benefited economically by the presence of a hospital 
facility because additional jobs are provided, and people from the 
surrounding area are given increased incentive to come to the town in 
purchasing other goods. Also, adequate medical services are of im­
portance in attracting new industry into a town. 
The trend today, however, is away from the concept of the small 
hospital and one doctor for each town. The modern practice of medi­
cine requires specialization of equipment and personnel to a.degree 
not practical in many small town situations . 
Statement of the Problem 
Because of rising costs, personnel shortages, and rapidly ad-
vancing medical technology, communities throughout the United States 
are having difficulty providing the types of medical services re­
quired today. Average total cost per patient day for the more than 
2 
5, 000 short-term, non-federal general hospitals belonging to the Ameri-
can Hospital Association (AHA) increased by 113 percent from 1957 to 
1967. 1 This was an increase from $26. 02 in 1957 to $55. 40 in 1967. 
The personnel shortages are particularly acute in many South Dakota 
communities. In 1965, for example, there were 39 towns in South 
Dakota with only one physician . Thirteen of these towns were re-
questing another physician. In addition, eight non-physician towns 
were making requests for a doctor. 2 
Rural areas are particularly hard hit by rising costs and medical 
personnel shortages because they have the additional problem of low 
population density. These communities often find that the population 
base of relatively large hospital service areas is not large enough to 
support a hospital of sufficient size to provide the types of facil-
ities doctors need in treating patients. As a result, communities con-
structing small hospitals frequently have difficulty holding a physician 
for any length of time. Dr. Elston, in testimony before the South 
Dakota Legislative Research Council, points this out when he states, 
"physicians are 'hospital oriented' and towns with a small hospital or 
1American Hospital Association, "Guide Issue, " Hospitals, JAHA, 
Part 2, (August, 1968). 
2Health Manpower Study Commission, Health Manpower for the Upper 
Midwest, �St. Paul, Minnesota: Health Manpower Study Commission, 
1966), 72. 
,·":l 
3 
without a hospital at all do not provide the facilities that a phy-
sician needs to practice medicine as he has learned it in medical 
school ." 
3 
Statistics seem to support Dr. Elston's claim of low 
quality services in small hospitals. In 1966, for example, only 13 
percent of the AHA member hospitals of 25 .beds or less had a blood 
bank, while 86 percent of the hospitals in the 200-299 bed category 
had such a facility. Similar trends existed with regard to other 
hospital services . 
The effect of the problems faced by small hospitals is also 
shown in nationwide size trends for AHA member hospitals. From 1957 
to 1966 the number of member hospitals of 25 beds or less dropped by 
32 percent. The number in the 25-50 bed class increased by only 10 
percent, while the number in all other classes increased from 17 to 
80 percent. 4 
Because of the problems being faced by rural areas in maintaining 
hospital facilities, numerous alternatives for providing medical care 
are being suggested . For example, it has been suggested that ·medical 
service technicians should be trained and licensed to provide first aid 
in those communities that are losing their hospitals or do not have 
3
state Legislative Research Council, LRC Newsletter and Council 
Minutes, (Pierre: State Legislative Research Council, July, 1968), 12. 
4American Hospital Association, "Guide Issue," Hospitals, JARA, 
Part 2, August, 1967). 
4 
hospitals. These technicians could help in transporting the sick and 
injured to an accredited hospit�l that can provide the necessary ser­
vices. 5 Other suggestions have been made regarding the possibility 
of utilizing mobile first aid stations and circuit riding physicians,6 
Adoption of any of these suggestions would necessitate an improvement 
in the method of transporting patients needing hospital care to hos-
pitals that can provide the necessary services. 
In summary the situation is as follows . Modern medicine, with its 
emphasis upon specialization of personnel and equipment, is forcing 
many small towns to lose both doctor and hospital. In sparsely popu-
lated areas where the distance between major trade centers is consid-
erable, this trend away from small town medical facilities often denies 
many people ready access to medical services . The problem, then, be-
comes one of providing easy access to medical services for people 
located in sparsely populated areas in South Dakota. 
Studies need to be conducted to determine possible alternatives 
for providing medical services in these rural communities. Rural 
community leaders need to be made aware of the alternative methods 
available for providing medical services and how these methods 
5state Legislative Research Council, LRC Newsletter and Council 
Minutes, (Pierre: State Legislative Research Council, July, 1968), 16. 
6Ibid . ,  p. 15. 
5 
compare in cost and level of coverage. With such information they 
can better decide how to coordinate the health services within their 
area so as to provide accessibility to health services at the least 
possible cost consistent with desired quality standards . 
Review of Literature 
Studies have been conducted describing some of the problems 
faced by rural areas in providing hospital and other medical care . 
These studies have not focused on alternative solutions to the prob-
lems . 
Kraenzel, in a study of the availability of medical services •in 
sparsely populated areas of Montana, concluded that there is a defi-
nite tendency for these areas to provide more hospital beds than 
necessary in an attempt to mak� them accessible to everyone. 7 
Kurtz, et al, in a Nebraska study, analyzed factors influencing 
the efficiency of rural hospitals. He found that one of the most 
serious problems faced by the smaller unit is retaining the services 
of medical practitioners. Also, he found that rural people had a 
7carl F .  Kraenzel, 'bpportunities and Challenges of the Upper 
Great Plains, " (Unpublished paper delivered at, Forum, Inc. of the 
Great Plains, 1968), 7, 8 . 
definite desire for an immediately accessible facility showing the 
need of some ty pe of local facility . 8 
6 
Hay and McKain, in studying the interrelationship between health 
personnel located in rural towns and those located in urban areas, 
concluded that nearly all of the personne� located in rural areas 
of Connecticut have working relationships with their counterparts 
in urban centers. Also, the Connecticut researchers found that 64 
rural towns were served by public health and visiting nurse associ-
ations, one-fourth of which were covered by associations formed by 
the banding together of two towns. Similarly, of the 104 rural 
towns with ambulance services available, two-thirds had linkages with 
t . th . . g one or more other owns 1n e1r service . . 
These studies point out some of the problems of providing medi-
cal care in rural areas and suggest some of the ways rural areas are 
adapting to these problems. They do not, however, analyze the feasi-
bility of specific alternative methods of providing rural areas access 
to medical facilities. 
8Richard A. Kurtz, Factors Affecting the Efficiency of Rural 
Hospitals: A Final Progress Report, (Lincoln: University of Nebraska, 
1962), 55-58. 
9nonald G. Hay and Walter C .  McKain Jr. , Availability of Selected 
Health Care Resources in Rural Areas of Connecticut, Agriculture Ex­
periment Station, Bulletin 367, (Storrs, Conn . :  University of 
Connecticut, 1961), 34-37. 
7 
Delineation of a Study Area 
Figure I-1 shows that much of the area within South Dakota was 
within at least twenty miles of a hospital in 1965. With today's 
modern transportation vehicles and all weather roads, hospitals in 
many areas could be eliminated with little loss of accessibility to 
hospital services . 
The Northwest portion of South Dakota is one exception . Figure 
I-1 shows that a large portion of this area was served primarily by 
only one twenty-bed hospital� If this hospital should close, as have 
many hospitals·of similar size, portions of Northwest South Dakota 
would be from 50 to 75 miles or more from the nearest hospital. 
The purpose of this detailed analysis of Northwest South Dakota 
is two-fold: (1) to help Northwest South Dakota to better organize 
its health resources, and (2) to serve as a guide in planning by other 
areas in South Dakota and in neighboring states which may be faced 
with �imilar situations today or in the future . 
Study Objectives 
The objectives of this study were as follows: 
I .  To determine the current availability of hospitals, doctors, 
and ambulance services in Northwest South Dakota . 
2 .  To describe and analyze the current pattern of hospital 
utilization in Northwest South Dakota. 
44 
Figure I-1 
Location of Hospitals in South Dakota 
and the Upper Midwest 
f>41JMR£R OF BFUS PER I-IO•;P1 rti.t 
2Q M•LE RADIUS FROM A HOSPITAL 
(X) 
9 
To analyze some alternative means of providing ambulance 
1 in Northwest South Dakota. 
,cedure for Gathering and Analyzing Data Used in this Study 
ta used for this study were gathered from a number of sources. 
ipital license information of the Public Health Service was a 
iource of information pertaining to hospitals in the area. In-
.on on doctor location and specialties was obtained from the 
3oard of Medical and Osteopathic Examiners. Ambulance service 
>n information was obtained from the Public Health Service and 
>nnaires sent to local governments in the study area. Cost 
>r the three types of ambulance vehicles considered were ob-
from the United States Department of Transportation, from the 
�turers of fixed wing air ambulances and from discussions with 
from local air services . 
1e general procedure followed in the study was to indi�ate the 
t availability of medical care, then to analyze the pattern of 
tl utilization . The final step in the analysis was to deter-
le current availability of ambulance services in the area and 
pare the cost and capability of three ambulance systems which 
De used in the area . 
10 
Throughout the study the analysis was restricted to non-federal 
facilities and personnel only. Consequently, the facilities and 
personnel of the two Public Health Service Hospitals and the Veterans 
Hospital located in the study area were not included in any data 
presented. 
11 
CHAPTER II 
AN ANALYSIS OF THE STUDY AREA 
The purpose of this chapter is to give a general description of 
the area and to indicate the problems the .area faces in providing 
hospital and some other medical services. The area designated as 
Northwest South Dakota is composed of 16 counties in the Northwest 
and NorthCentral portions of South Dakota. Included within this area 
is the second largest trade center in South Dakota, as well as several 
of the most sparsely populated counties in the state. 
An Economic and Demographic Description of the Study Area 
Northwest South Dakota is quite heterogeneous in terms of popu­
lation density, level of family income and economic base. In 1967 
the average population density for Northwest South Dakota was approxi­
mately six people per square mile. Counties in the area ranged from 
an average of 21. 8 to 0. 7  people per square mile . . County. population 
density and total population per county are_shown in Figure II- 1. The 
location of major towns greatly influenced population density figures 
as the Figure shows. 
Northwest South Dakota has been increasing in population at a 
slow rate. The data in Table II-1 show that the area grew in 
12 
Figure II-1 
Population Density of Counties in Northwest South Dakota, 1967 
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Table Il-1 
Population Density for Northwest 
South Dakota by County 
Population 
Population Per County 
13 
Change 
in 
Density Density 1960 1967 Population 
I.awrence 21.8 17,075 17,400 + 325 
Pennington 20.9 58,195 57,900 - 295 
Hughes 15.9 12,725 11,900 - 825 
Walworth 11.0 8,600 8,100 - 500 
Potter 5.9 4,926 5,200 + 274 
Meade 5.7 12,044 19,900 + 7,856 
Campbell 4.3 3,531 3,300 - 231 
Butte 3.7 8,592 8,400· - 192 
Sully 2.7 2,607 2,800 + 193 
Cor·son 2.4 5,798 6,100 + 302 
Dewey 2.1 5,257 5,100 - 157 
Stanley 1. 9 4,085 2,800 - 1,285 
Perkins 1. 8 5,977 5,200 - 777 
Haakon 1.5 3,303 2,800 - 503 
Ziebach 1.1 2,495 2,200 - 295 
Harding 0.7 2,371 2,000 - 371 
Area Total 6.5 + 3,519 
Source: South Dakota Department of Health, Annual Statistical 
Report, Division of Health Statistics, Pierre, South 
Dakota, 1960, 1967. 
2] 73 J5 sou Ii y 
le 
14 
ation by only 3, 519 people from 1960 to 1967 . Much of this growth 
·red in Meade County. 
Median family income ranged from $10, 15 1 for Hughes County to 
6 for Corson County . The percentage of the population with in-
less than $3, 000 varied from 15. 4 percent for Hughes County to 
percent for Corson County. See Appendix Table A-2. 
The racial make-up of the area's population affects the demand 
edical resources included in this study, because the area's 
�n population was not likely to utilize these facilities . The 
an population was eligible for medical services in two Public 
th Service Hospitals located in the study area . Although the 
lation of the area was only about 6 percent Indian in 1960, a 
e proportion of these people lived 
ted in the most sparsely 
Appendix 
ties all 
Table A-1 . For 
had population 
populated 
example, 
densities 
on reservations 
portions of the 
Ziebach, Corson, 
of less than 2 . 5  
.re mile and populations over 30 percent Indian . 
which were 
study area. 
and Dewey 
people per 
The age make-up of the population affects both the total demand 
the make-up of demand for hospital and other medical services . 
•as been found that persons 65 years old or over stay in the hos­
t! twice as long as those under 65 and have a bill 80 percent 
15 
h. h 10 1g er. In 1960 there was a total of 30, 491 people above 50 years 
of age or about 33 percent of t�e population. See Appendix Table 
A-1. Nationwide an average of 23 . 3  percent of the population was 
above 50 years of age.11 The fact that a larger percentage of the 
population in Northwest South Dakota was above 50 years of age sug-
gests a higher per capita level of use might be expected. 
The age make-up of the population also affects the area' s abil-
ity to support hospitals. People in the below 14 year old age group 
and above 65 age category are characterized by their economic depen-
dence upon the remainder of society. The relationship of the number 
of people in these categories to the number in the remainder of the-
population can be shown by the dependency ratio. The dependency ra-
tio for all counties in Northwest South Dakota was at least 16 points 
above the United States dependency ratio of 67. See Appendix Table 
A-1. It was found that the most sparsely populated counties were 
the counties with the highest dependency ratios. 
In 1962, local governments in Northwest South Dakota were 
spending an average of $1. 02 per capita for health and hospitals. 
10walter J .  McNerney, et. al. , Hospital and Medical Economics, 
Vol. 1, (Chicago: Hospital Research and Educational Trust, 1962), 
367. 
11u. s. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United 
States: 1967, (Washington: U. S. Department of Commerce, 1967), 10. 
16 
This figure, although low compared to the $ 12. 15 spent nationally by 
similar levels of governments, still overestimates what most counties 
actually spent on health and hospitals. Sully County had a very high 
per capita expenditure, thus bringing up the area average. The high 
average value for Sully County has probably been reduced since 1962, 
because the hospital located in that county closed in December of 
1967. 12 
By 1967 one of the most common areas of local government in-
volvement in health services was the provision of ambulance services. 
Many of the funeral homes which had been providing these services 
discontinued providing these services because of minimum wage legis-
lation and quality control meas�res. Six volunteer ambulance ser-
vices in the area were being maintained by county and city governments 
in 1967, and several local governments were considering financial sub-
sidy of ambulance services. 13 
Health Resources Available in the Study Area 
Six different _types of services and personnel were considered in 
this section . The types considered were as follows: ( 1) hospitals, 
12nivision of Comprehensive Health Planning, Hospital License 
Information, Public Health Service, Pierre, South Dakota. 
13Information was obtained from questionnaire sent to County 
and city governments in the study area. 
17 
(2) ambulance services, (3) nursing homes, (4) doctors, (5) dentists 
and (6) optometrists . 
A total of 23 of the area's towns had at least one of these six 
services located in it. When these towns were classified by popu­
lation size, it was found that no town below 1, 000 population had 
all six services. The most common type of services which these small 
towns did have were doctors, hospitals, ambulance services, and nursing 
homes .  There were no dentists and only one optometrist located in 
towns of less than 1, 000 people. Nearly all of the towns over 1, 000 
population had all six services available, as Table 11-2 shows. 
Figure 11-2 shows the distribution of health facilities and 
personnel within Northwest South Dakota. The services were concen-
trated in the more densely populated portions of the study area. The 
county population density was of course greatly influenced by the 
number and size of the towns located in the county. 
Doctors and Hospitals Available in the Area 
The medical facilities which were available in the sparsely 
populated portions of the study area provided only a minimum level 
of care. Figure II-3 shows that the hospitals which were located in 
the sparsely populated center portion of the study area were very 
small in size. Twenty-bed hospitals were located at Faith and Philip, 
1 
Type of 
S . 1 ervice 
Hospital 
Doctors 
Ambulance 
Service 
Nursing Home 
Optometrist 
Dentist 
Total Services 
Number of Towns 
with the 
Above Services 
Number of 
Services per 
Town 
Table II-2 
Location of Medical Services 
by Size of Town 
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Number of Services in Following Size Classes 
of Towns 
Towns with Towns with Towns with Towns with 
less than 1000-2499 2500 - 4999 over 5000 
1000 
Population 
3 
6 
5 
5 
1 
0 
20 
12 
1. 7 
Population Population Population 
3 5 3 
3 5 3 
3 5 3 
2 5 3 
2 5 3 
3 4 2 
16 29 17 
3 5 3 
5.3 5.8 5. 7 
Total 
for All 
Centers 
14 
17 
16 
15 
11  
9 
82 
23 
3.6 
Data for the Veterans Hospital, the Air Force Base Hospital, and the 
two Public Health Service Hospitals located in the study area 
were not included in this table. 
Source: South Dakota Department of Health, Hospital License Informa­
tion, 1967, Division of Comprehensi�e Health Planning and 
Division of Health Mobilization. 
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Figure Il-2 
Medical Resources Located in Northwest South Dakota, 1967 
Key to Figure 
Types of Medical Services 
(!) Doctor 
·() Hospital 
Q Ambulance Service 
<.) Nursing Home 
t) Optometrists 
(!) Dentist -
Figure Il-3 
The Location of Hospitals in Northwest South Dakota, 1967 
De 
Lea 
Lemmon 
Faith Q 
Belle Fo rche 
Rapid City 
McLaughlin 
Mobridge 
Key to Figure 
Hospital Size 
0 Less Than 25 Beds 
25-49 Beds 
6 50-99 Beds 
A 100-200 Beds 
20 
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while one thirty-bed hospital was located at Lemmon. A total of 
three doctors of medicine and twQ doctors of osteopathy were located 
in these three hospital towns in 1967. 
The trend for Northwest South Dakota, as well as the United 
States, has been away from the one doctor _per town and the small 
hospital concept. The extent to which doctors have left Northwest 
South Dakota towns with only one or two doctors is indicated in 
Table 11-3. The number of one and two doctor towns decreased from 
fourteen to eight. The Table also shows that nine of the fourteen 
doctors located in these towns in 1957 were no longer there by 1967. 
Six of these nine medical doctors which left were not replaced by 
medical doctors, although one doctor was replaced by two osteopathic 
physicians. This high turn-over for rural doctors may discourage 
the use of small town medical facilities, because patients do not 
like to establish medical records with a doctor who is not likely to 
remain in the area. 
The centers with over three doctors in them were not experiencirl?; 
this same loss of physicians. From 1957 to 1967 the number of towns 
with three to ten doctors and ten or more doctors remained constant. 
The number of doctors available in towns with three to ten doctors 
Number of 
Doctors in 
Town1 
1 - 2 
3 - 10 
10 or more 
Table II-3 
Medical Doctor Location Changes in Northwest 
South Dakota, 1957-1967 
Doctors Doctors 
No . of Towns Leaving Locating Number 
Towns in Towns Doctors 
1957 1967 1957-1967 1957- 1967 1957 
14 8 9 3 16 
6 6 22 21 32 
2 2 24 37 65 
1 
Osteopathic physicians were not included in this table . 
of 
in 
Source: South Dakota State Board of Medical and Osteopathic 
Examiners, 1957, 1967 . 
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Towns 
1967 
10  
31 
78 
located in them declined by one. In the case of towns with over ten 
doctors, the number of available doctors increased by 13 from 1957· 
to 1967 . 
The number of years since a doctor was licensed was used to give 
some indication of the relative age of physicians- in different lo-
cations . Physicians were grouped into four categories on the basis 
of the length of time since they were issued a license . 
The data in Table I I-4 indicate that of the ten medical doctors 
located in towns served by only one physician only one, or 10 percen t ,  
had received his license in the ten years previous to 1967 . Over 35 
23  
percent of the doctors located in towns with over ten doctors had 
been licensed during this same ten year period. Thirty percent of  
the doctors located in towns served by onl y  one or two physicians 
were found to have been licensed before 1937 or 31 years ago, while 
only 9 percent of the doctors in towns with over ten doctors located 
in them were licensed previous to 1937 . This information seems to 
indicate reluctance on the part of younger physicians to locate in 
the smaller towns in Northwest South Dakota where there was only one 
other doctor or no other doctor at all. 
Table Il-4 
Time Since License Was Issued to 
Northwest South Dakota Medical Doctors 
Number Doctors 
of Licensed Doctors Doctors 
Number of Doctors during Ten Licensed Licensed Date 
Doctors in Towns Years Previous during Previous License Issued 
in Town 1967 to 1967 1937-1956 to 1937 Unknown 
1 or 2 
3 - 10 
10 or 
10 
31 
more 78 
1 6 3 0 
12 10 7 2 
2 8  3 6  7 7 
Source : South Dakota State Board of Medical and Osteopathic 
Examiners, 1957, 1967 
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The area has also experienced the closing of several hospitals. 
See Table I I-5 . The number of hospi tals with under 25 beds de-
clined from ten to three from 1957 to 1967. This 7 hospital re-
duction in the 25 bed or l ess class was accounted for by the closing 
of 4 hospitals and the replacement of 3 with larger facilities. It 
is significant that the four hospitals which closed and were not 
replaced were all located in towns of under 1, 000 people. This 
suggests that a fairly large "home-town" population is necessary for 
successful hospital operation. 
Table I I -5 
Hospital Size Trends in Northwest South Dakota, 
1957-1967 
Bed Size 
of Hospital 
!Under 25 beds2 
26-50 beds 
51-100 beds 
101-200 beds 
TOTAL 
Number of 
1957 
10 
6 
l 
3 
20 
Hospitals1 Hospital Beds 
1967 1957 1967 
3 171 60 
6 201 211 
2 76 120 
3 373 408 
16 821 834 
Change 
- · n 1 
+ 1 0 
+ 44 
+ - 35 
+ 13 
1Data for the Veterans Hospital, the Air Force Base Hospital and the 
two Public Health Service Hospitals located in the study 
area were not included in this table. 
2
Two hospitals which closed in the latter part of 1967 were considered 
closed in 1967. 
Source: Division of Comprehensive Health Planning, Hospital License 
Information, Public Health Service, Pierre, South Dakota. 
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Chapter Summary 
The present chapter has shown that the counties located in North­
west South Dakota vary greatly in population density. Popul ation 
growth trends for the area indicate that an even greater inter-
county gap in density may be in store for the future. 
Besides the problem of low population density, the sparsely 
populated counties tended to have the highest dependency ratios. A 
further problem faced by these counties is the fact that quite a high 
proportion of the population are Indians, who are eligible for care 
at the Public Health Service Hospitals in Rapid City and Eagle Butte. 
Statistics from 1962 indicate little local government financia l 
support for health and ho�pitals in Northwest South Dakota . By 1968, 
however, several county and city governments were involved in pro­
viding ambulance services. 
The small towns have the greatest difficulty keeping medical 
facilities and personnel . From 1957 to 1967 the number of hospitals 
serving the area declined from 20 to 14 . Those which closed tended 
to be below 25 beds in size and located in a town of population 
less than 1, 000. 
A higher proportion of doctors left towns with only one or 
two doctors than was true for towns with three or more doctors  
located in t hem . Two - t h i rds of  the doct ors wh ich left  were not 
replaced by another doctor . I t  was also found that the newly 
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licensed doctors tended to be l ocated in the area ' s larger centers . 
I f  th is trend away fr om small town medical facili t ies con-
tinues , the popu l at ion living or tr aveling through some por t ions 
of Northwest South  Dakota is goi ng to be den ied easy access to 
. hospital facili t i es. Ready access to adequate hospi tal facili t i es 
is par t icularly cruci al in t imes of emergencies . 
CHAPTER III 
AN ANALYSIS OF THE AVAILABILITY OF HOSPITAL PERSONNEL 
IN NORTHWEST SOUTH DAKOTA HOSPITALS, 1967 
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The purpose of this chapter is to determine the relationship 
between the availability of hospital personnel and hospital size, and 
also to determine the relationship between doctor and hospital avail-
ability. 
The Location and Availability of Hospital Personnel 
Hospital personnel were grouped into four classes on the basis 
of level and type of service performed. The classifications were: 
(1) registered nurses, (2) licensed practical nurses, (3) hospital 
aides, and (4) specialized personnel. Included in the specialized 
personnel group were medical records personnel, dietitians, physical 
therapists, x-ray technicians , laboratory technicians, pharmacists, 
radiologists, and pathologists. 
The most numerous type of personnel found in Northwest South 
Dakota hospitals was the hospital aide. It is shown in Table 111-1 
that hospital aides made up nearly 50 percent of the total personnel 
Table I I I - 1  
NUMBER OF PERSONNEL EMPLOYED I N  NORTHWEST SOUTH DAKOTA HOSPITALS 
Licensed 
Size Classes Registered Pract ical Hospital Specialized Total 
of Hospitals Nurses Nurses Aides Personnel Personnel 
Full- Part- Full- Part - Full- Part - Full- Part - Full- Part -
Time Time Time Time Time Time Time Time Time Time · 
100 beds & 
above 99 46 24 12 147 37 37 7 307 1 02 
50-99 beds 16 5 3 2 48 18 8 19 75 44 
25-49 beds 35 29 7 6 55 26 2 1  2 0  1 1 8  8 1  
2 5  beds & 
below 14 1 1  4 3 1 8  19 9 5 45 38 
TOTAL 164 91 38 23 2 68 1 00 75 51 545 265 
Source : Division of Comprehensive H�alth Planning , Hospital License Information , Public Health 
Service , Pierre , South Dakota. 
t0 
00 
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employed for patient care by Northwest South Dakota Hospitals .  The 
least commonly employed personnel were licensed practical nurses. 
Relationship of Personnel Availability to Hospital Size 
In order to determine if a relationship existed between the 
availability of hospital personnel and hospital size , the Spearman 
rank cor r e lat ion test was used. The rank correlation test is a non-
parametric test for which a statistic rho C rs) is computed. Rho (rs) 
is a measure of association between two variables. It requires that 
these variables be measurable only on an ordinal scale.14 If the 
computed rs is of sufficient size , the null hypothesis , that of 
statistical independence is rejected and the alternative hypothesis, 
statistical dependence , accepted. In the application of the rank 
correlation test in this study a 5 �ercent level of significance was 
used. 
The results of the test are shown in Table III-2. The number 
of full-time aides per patient and the total number of part-time per -
sonnel per patient were the only cases in which number of personnel 
available was significantly related to hospital size at the 5 percent 
level of significance. The number of full-time aides per patient was 
found to be directly related to size , while the total number of part-
time personnel per patient was inversely related to size. 
14Sidney Siegal � Nonparametric Statistics for the Behavioral 
Sciences (New York : McGraw-Hill Book Company , 1956) , 202. 
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Table I I I -2 
Resu lts of Rank Cor rela t�on Test for Relat ionshi p between 
Hospital S i ze and Personnel Ava i lable Per Patient, 1967 
Type of 
Personnel 
Total Per sonnel 
Total Registered Nurses 
Total Li censed Practical  Nurses 
Total Hospi ta l  Aides 
Total Spec ial ized Personnel 
Tota l Fu l l - time Personnel 
Ful l - time Registered Nurses 
Ful l -time Licensed Pr act i cal 
Nurses 
Ful l -time Hospital  Aides 
Ful l - time Specia l i zed Per sonnel 
Total Par t-time Personnel 
Par t-time Registered Nurses 
Par t-time Licensed Practi cal 
Nurses 
Par t-time Aides 
Par t- time Special i zed Personnel 
Rank 
Correlat ion 
Coef ficient 
.002 3 
. 0073 
. 02 34  
.1590 
. 1 301 
.1672 
.0552 
.0861 
. 5511 * 
-.1 1 81 
. 4453 * 
. 2111 
.301 4 
.3038 
-.3 383  
Predicted 
Direction 
of 
Relationship 
Direct 
Direct 
Direct 
Direct 
Direct 
Direct 
Direct 
Direct 
D i r ect 
D irect 
I nverse 
I nverse 
I nverse 
I nverse 
I nverse 
Range of rej ect ion : . 425 < rs at 5 percent LOS. 
* S i gni f i cant at 5 percent level of signi f icance. 
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rhe analysis o f  specialized personnel availability only in terms 
of number per patient did not give a true picture of the availability 
of specialized services. Therefore, it was necessary to analyze the 
number of different types of specialties which were available per 
hospital. The data presented in Table III-3 indicate that although 
small hospitals may have j ust as many specialized personnel per 
patient as a larger facility , fewer types of specialized personnel 
were available per hospital. In the 6 hospita�s of less than 25 beds 
in size , there was an average of only 1 _8  different types of special­
ized full-time personnel available per hospital and 0 . 2  available on 
a part-time basis. The predominant type of personnel was medical 
records personnel. For hospitals of 25 to 49 beds in size there was 
an average of 2. 6 different types of specialized personnel available 
full-time per hospital and 1. 1 available part-time. The most common 
type of personnel in this case were x-ray technicians, lab technicians, 
and medical records personnel. There was an average of three differ­
ent types of specialized personnel available full-time in 50- to 9 9- bed 
hospitals and 0 . 5 available on a part-time basis . For the three hos­
pitals 100 to 199 beds in size there was an average of 5. 6 different 
types of specialized personnel employed full-time per hospital and 
0. 3 employed part-time. 
Table I I I - 3  
THE AVAI LABI LITY OF SPECIALI ZED PERSONNEL IN  FOUR SIZE CLASSES OF HOSPITALS 
Specialty 
Number of Hospitals in each Size Class with the Specialized Services Listed 
of Hospitals with Hospitals with Hospitals with Hospitals with 
Personnel Less Than 25 Beds 25-49 Beds 50-99 Beds 100-199 Beds 
Ful l- Part- Ful l- Part- Ful l- Part- Ful l- Part-
Time Time Time Time Time Time Time Time 
Medical Records 5 0 5 1 1 0 3 0 
Dietitian 0 1 2 0 0 0 3 0 
Physical Therapy 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
X-ray Technician 2 0 6 0 2 0 3 0 
Laboratory 
Technician 2 0 5 0 2 0 2 0 
Pharmacists 0 0 0 2 1 0 3 0 
Radiologist 0 1 0 3 0 1 2 0 
Pathologist 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 
Number of 
Hospitals 5 7 2 3 
Number of Special-
ized Services 
Per Hospital 1 . 8  0 . 2  2.6 1 . 1  3. 0 0. 5 5. 7 0. 3 
Source : Division o f  Comprehensive Health Planning , Hospital License Information , Public 
Heal th Service, Pierre , South Dakota .  w 
1:0 
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Area ' s Dependence upon Part-Time Personnel 
Although the Spearman rank correlation test indicates a sig-
nificant relationship between hospital size and part-time personnel 
per 100 patients, no indication of the number of part-time personnel 
relative to the total number employed is given . Data in Table III-4 
indicate that 45 percent of the personnel employed in hospitals of 
less than twenty-five beds in size were part-time, while only  24. 9 
percent of the personnel in 100-199 bed hospitals were employed on 
a part-time basis. A similar relationship existed for each specific 
type of personnel such as registered nurses. It appears that this 
high ratio of part-time to full-time personnel in small hospitals was 
not caused by the substitution of P3-rt-time personnel for full-time 
personnel, but rather, it was caused by the employment of more per-
sonnel per 100 patients in small hospitals. The data in Table III-5 
show that small hospitals employed nearly three times as many part­
time personnel per 100 patients as did large hospitals, yet these 
small hospitals employed about the same number of full-time personnel 
per patient. The employment of extra personnel per patient in small 
hospitals may be necessary to provide 24 hour availability of per­
sonnel and may also be caused by a lack of labor saving equipment . 
It seems then that the lack of a complete complement of specialized , 
Size Classes 
of Hospitals 
1 00 beds & 
larger 
50-99 beds 
�5-49 beds 
24 beds & 
below 
Table I I I -4 
Percent of Personnel Employed Part-Time in Four 
Size Classes of Hospitals 
Percent of the Fol lowing Personnel Employed Part-Time 
Registered Licensed Hospital Special ized 
Nurses Practical Aides Personnel 
Nurses 
3 1. 7% 33. 3% 2 0. 1% 15. 9% 
23 . 8  40. 0 27. 3 70 . 4  
45. 3 46. 2 32. 1 48. 8 
44. 0 42. 9 51. 4 35. 7 
Total 
Personnel 
24. 9% 
37. 0 
40. 7 
45. 8 
Source : Division of Comprehensive Health Planning, Hospital License Information, Pub l ic 
Health Service, Pierre, South Dakota. 
w 
� 
Size Classes 
of Hospitals 
100 beds & 
larger 
50-99 beds 
�5-49 beds 
24 beds & 
below 
Area Average 
Table III-5 
Number of Hospital Personnel Employed Per 100 Patients 
in Four Size Classes of Hospitals 
Number of the Following Personnel Employed Full-Time and Part-Time per 100 Patients 
Registered Licensed Hospital Specialized Total 
Nurses Practical Aides Personnel Personnel 
Nurses 
Full- Part- Full- Part- Full- Part- Full- Part- Full- Part -
Time Time Time Time Time Time Time Time Time Time 
34. 5 16. 0 8 . 4  4. 2 51. 3 12. 9  12. 9  2. 4 107. 1 35. 6 
2 3. 6  7. 4 4. 4 2. 9 70. 8 26. 6 11. 7 28. 0 110. 5 64. 9 
27. 6 22. 9 5. 5 4. 7 43 . 4  20. 5 16 . 6  15. 8 93 . 5  63. 9 
39 . 1  30 . 7  11 . 2  8. 4 50. 3 53. 1 25. 1 14. 0 125. 7 106. 2 
31. 7 17. 6 7. 4 4. 5 5 1 .  8 19. 3 14. 5 9 . 9  105 . 4  51 . 2  
Source : Division of Comprehensive Planning , Hospital License Information, Public Health 
Service, Pierre, South Dakota. 
w 
CJl 
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personnel, plus rel iance upon part-time personnel, would greatly 
hinder the provision of high qu�lity care in small hospi tals. 
Physician Availability in Northwest South Dakota 
The availability of physicians is an important factor in hos-
pital operation. It is shown in Table 11 1-6 that there was a total 
of 130 physicians located in Northwest South Dakota in 1967 . Of 
these physicians, 119 were medical doctors, while the remaining eleven 
were doctors of osteopathy. 
Population 
Size Classes 
of Towns 
250-499 
500-990 
1, 000-2, 499 
2, 500-4, 999 
Over 5, 000 
TOTAL 
Table II 1-6 
Number and Location of Physicians in 
Northwest South Dakota, 1967 
Number Physicians Avail able 
of Doctors 
Doctors 
Towns Total of 
of 
Number Medicine Osteopathy 
19 1 0 1 
14 8 5 3 
3 5 5 0 
5 29 25 4 
3 8 7  84 3 
44 130 119 11 
Sour ce : South Dakota State Board of Medical and Osteopathic 
Examiners, 1967 
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Although the medical doctors were the most numerous in nearly 
size classes of towns, they were most commonly found in the larger 
The doctors of osteopathy tended to be located in the small 
s not served by a medical doctor . Eight of the 11 doctors of 
eopathy were located in towns of less than 5, 000 people, while 
Y 35 of the 119 medical doctors were located in towns of this 
e class. Without the doctors of ·osteopathy, three of the ten 
s with only one doctor would have had no physicians in 1967 . By 
tue of their location, the doctors of osteopathy become important 
providing health care in Northwest South Dakota. 
�Relationship between Physician and Hospital Location 
Most of the doctors located in North�est South Dakota in 1967 
ided in towns with hospitals . Only three towns in the area had 
tloc�or, but not a hospital . In two of these cases the physician 
s a doctor of osteopathy. 
When· hospital towns were grouped on the basis of number of doe­
rs located in them, it was found that those towns with the fewer 
ber of doctors had the highest number of hospital beds, hospital 
rsonnel, and hospital patients per doctor . The data in Table III-7 
ow that the towns with only 1 or 2 doctors located in them had on 
average 18 . 6 hospital beds per doctor, while those towns with 
38 
3 to 9 doctors had 7 . 3  general hospital beds per doctor . The two 
towns with over ten doctors had nn the average five hospital beds 
per doctor. 
Number of 
Doctors in 
the Town 
1-2 Doctors 
3-9 Doctors 
10 Doctors 
or More 
Table III-7 
The Rel ationship between Doctor and 
Hospital Facil ity Availabil ity, 1967 
Hospital Hospital 
Personnel Beds Per 
Per Doctor Doctor 
9 . 9  18 . 6  
5. 5 7 . 3  
4. 4 5. 0 
Hospital 
Patients 
Per Doctor 
7 . 9  
4.3 
3 . 5  
The statistics also show that the number of hospital personnel 
per doctor in towns with only one or two doctors was much greate! 
than for towns with over three doctors . There was an average of 9. 9 
hospital personnel per doctor in the one and two doctor towns, while 
there was only an average of 4 . 4 hospital personnel per doctor in 
towns with over ten doctors. 
The average daily census of hosp ital patients per doctor was 
also higher in towns with fewer doctors . The number of hospital 
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patients per doctor averaged 7.9 in the 1 and 2 doc tor towns, while 
the number of patients per doct�r averaged 4.3 in 3 to 9 doctor towns 
and 2.9 in the hospital towns with over 10 doctors located in them . 
In spite of the larger number of hospital patients per doctor , 
the one and two doctor towns still were found to have an average 
10. 7 empty hospital beds per doctor. This large number of empty 
beds indicates that hospital facilities would have been available 
for the patients of from one to two additional doctors. The results 
of this analysis support the conclusion that rural doctors are 
over-worked, which then makes it difficult for rural communities 
to keep the number of medica l doctors which they need. 
Location of Medical Doctors by Specialty 
Up to this point no distinction has been made between doctors 
on the basis of the specialty in which they are qualified. It is 
shown in Table 1 1 1 -8 that the specialists tended to be concentrated 
in the major centers. 
A total of sixty-five medical doctors with fifteen different 
specialties resided in Rapid City in 1967. Only 9 of these 65 phy­
sicians or 13.8 percent were engaged in full-time general practice 
and only 4 were engaged in part-time general practice. The remaining 
fifty -two were in various other specialties, the most common being 
surgery and internal medicine as the data in Table lll-8 show. 
Specialty 
General Practice 2 
Internal Medicine 
Obstetrics & 
Gynecology 
Roentgenology 
Radiology 
Surgery 
Other Specialty 
Total 
LOCATION OF MEDI CAL OOCTORS I N  NORTHWEST SOUTH DAKOTA , 
BY SPECIALTY , 1 9 67 
Other 
Rapid City Pierre Hospital 
(Pop . 49 , 000) (Pop. 1 1 , 200) Towns 
Ful l- Part- Ful l- Part- Ful l- Part-
Time Time1 Time Time1 Time Time1 
9 4 8 2 2 6  1 3  
8 0 0 0 1 2 
3 3 0 1 0 1 
4 0 1 0 0 2 
9 1 1 1 1 7 
28 0 1 0 0 1 
61  8 1 1  4 28 2 6  
Total for 
Al l  Towns 
in Area 
Ful l- Part-
Time Tim e1 
45 2 
9 3 
3 5 
5 2 
1 1  9 
2 5  3 
98 42 
1 
Part-Time means that the specialty to the left was listed in addition to some other specialty. 
2For purposes of this study , general practice was considered a type of specialty. 
Source: · South Dakota ·state Board of Medical and Osteopathic Examiners, 1 967 .  
� 
0 
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Of the thirteen physicians located in Pierre only five had a 
specialty other than general practice listed. Two of these five had 
general practice listed along with some other specialty. 
There was a total of 41 medical doctors located in the remaining 
Northwest South Dakota towns . Of these 41, 63 percent were engaged 
in general practice and 13 were engaged in general practice in ad-
dition to some other specialty. Consequently, a total of over 90 
percent of the physicians located in towns other than Rapid City or 
Pierre were in some way involved in a general practice . 
Chapter Summary 
The small hospital s  in the area employed more personnel per 
patient than the larger hospitals did, but nearly all of these ad­
ditional employees were part-time personnel . The small hospitals also 
lacked many of the specialized personnel, such as x-ray and lab tech­
nicians, which would tend to lower the level of care available. 
The physicians located in small towns were nearly always engaged 
in general practice. If a physician in the area' s small towns did 
have a specialty, it was usually in addition to general practice . A 
shortage of doctors in towns with only one or two doctors was indicated 
by the large number of hospital patients admitted per doctor and the 
number of unoccupied hospital beds available per doctor. 
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The information presented in this chapter indicated that few types 
of specialized personnel or doctqrs with specialties were available 
in the area ' s small towns . It seems unlikely that this situation will 
improve in the future .  In fact, a continued decline in rural population 
numbers will likely bring about increased concentration of medical per­
sonnel and facilities in the large centers. 
CHAPTER IV  
CHANGES IN THE UTI LIZATI ON OF NORTHWEST SOUTH DAKOTA HOSPITALS 
1957 AND 1967 
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The purpose of chapter four is to indicate the amount and type 
of hospital care given in Northwest South Dakota hospitals in 1957 
and 1967 .  
Amount of Care Provided by Northwest South Dakota Hospitals 
Admissions into hospitals in Northwest South Dakota increased 
in both total and per capita terms from 195 7 to 1967 . The total 
number of inpatients treated increased by � percent from 26 , 669 in 
1957 to 29, 065 in 1967. Likewise, the number of admissions per 100 
people increased from 169. 2 to 171 . 5  during this same period as the 
data in Table IV-1 show . Admissions per 100 people in Northwest 
South Dakota was above the United States level of 117 . 1 per 100 
people in 1957 and 136 . 5  for each 100 people in the popu lation in 
1967. This higher per capita utilization was probably caused in 
part by the larger proportion of the Northwest South Dakota ' s  popu-
lation in the higher age groups. In relative terms, however, admis-
sions per 100 people increased by 16. 6 percent nationwide and only 
1. 4 percent in Northwest South Dakota. 
Table IV-1 
Selected Data for United States and Northwest South Dakota Hospitals, 1967 
Northwesta 
South Dakota Percent United States 
b 
Percent 
1957 1967 Change 1957 1967 Change 
TOTAL ADMISSIONS 26, 669.0 29 , 065.0 + 9.0% +2 8 .1% 
Admissions/1000 Population 169.2 171 . 5 + 1. 4 1 17.1 1 36.5 +16.6 
Total Patient Days 162, 796.0 194, 525.0 +19.5 +34. 2 
Patient Days/1000 Population 1, 033.1 1, 147.6 +1 1.1 891. 0 1. 088. 0 +22. 1 
Average Length of Stay 6.1 6.7 + 9.8 7.6 7.9 + 3.9 
Percent of Available 
Beds Occupied 59.0 60. 8 -- 73.7 76.5 --
Sources : 
a
Division of Comprehensive Health Planning, Hospital License Information, 1967, Public 
Health Service, Pierre, South Dakota. 
bAmerican Hospital Association , Guide Issue, J.A. H.A . ,  August , 1968. 
� 
� 
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The increase in admissions into Northwest South Dakota Hospitals 
was not a complete indicator of �he amount of hospital care provided 
because the average length of time patients stayed in the hospital per 
admission was not uniform . Calculation showed that 15, 000 of the 
30, 000 day increase in care provided resulted from patients staying 
in the hospital 0 . 6  days longer per admission in 1967 than in 1957. 
The remaining 15, 000 days of care provided were the result of the 
increase in number of patients treated . 
The increase in amount of care given was no t evenly distributed 
among Northwest South Dakota hospitals. The data in Table IV-2 show 
that from 1957 to 1967 eleven of the area's hospital s  experienced 
increases in number of patient days of care given ranging from 11, 000 
to 78 patient days. Six hospitals provided fewer patient days of 
care in 1967 than in 1957. The data in Table IV-2 indicate that the 
observed changes in patient days of care given were caused by changes 
in length of stay or by changes in number of patients treated . 
Utilization Rate of Available Hospitals 
Even though total and per capita utilization of Northwest South 
Dakota hospitals was higher in 1967 than 1957, the proportion of 
available hospital beds which were occupied was below the United 
States average and the United States Public Health Department goal 
in both years . The stat istics in  Table I V-3 show that on the average 
Table IV-2 
Change in Patient Days of Care Given in Northwest South Dakota Hospitals, 1957-1967 
Patient Change in Patient Days 
Davs of Care Given Caused by : 
Change Change in Length 
HOSPI TALS (195 7) (1967) 1957-1967 
Rapid City 
(St. John ' s)1 28, 754 39, 898 + 1 1, 144 
Sturgis 7, 364 12, 732 + 5, 368 
Pierre 28, 104 33, 403 + 5, 299 
Rapid City 
( Bennett)1 2 6, 5 60 31, 41 3 + 4, 853  
Spearfish 612 3, 8 17 + 3, 205 
Gettysbu2g 6, 2 14 9, 273 + 3, 059 Mobridge 8, 681  10, 079 + 1, 398 
Onida 1, 184 2, 309 + 1, 12 5 
Philip 3, 224 3, 899 + 675 
Belle Fourche 8, 070 8, 2 5 1  + 18 1 
Lemmon 3, 744 3, 822 + 78 
Lead 6, 106 5, 766 - 340 
Faith 3, 753 3, 029 - 724 
Mc Laughlin 4, 964 3, 676 - 1, 288 
Hoven 4, 334 2, 771 - 1, 563 
Deadwood 2 1, 128 14, 694 - 6, 434 
1Both Bennett and St. John ' s  hospitals were located in Rapid City. 
2This represents total for two hospitals located in Mobridge in 1957. 
of Stay 
+4, 020 
+3, 352 
+8, 8 19 
+2, 2 10 
+ 124 
- 664 
- 639 
+2, 664 
+1, 177 
+1, 454 
+2, 02 5 
- 58 
+ 1, 064 
- 604 
- 917 
- 1, 989 
Change in 
Admissions 
+7, 124 
+2, 016  
-3, 520 
+2 , 643 
+3, 08 1 
+3 , 72 1  
+2, 037 
-1, 539 
- 502 
-1, 2 74 
-1, 947 
- 28 1 
-1, 841 
- 684 
- 645 
-4, 447 
Source: Division of Comprehensive Planning, Hospital License Information, 1967, Public Health 
Service, Pierre, South Dakota. 
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HOSPITAL 
SIZE 
Table IV-3 
Oc cupancy Rate o f  Nor thwes t South Dakota and 
Uni t ed S tates Ho s p i ta l s  by S i z e Class e s , 1967 
Average Oc cupancy 1 Peak Occupan cy 
Nor thwe s t  Nor thwes t 
S outh Dakotaa Uni ted States South Da kota
a 
1957 1967 1 957 1967 1957 1967 
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0-24  bed s 48 . 1% 46.5% 53 . 7% 55 . 2% 85. 0% 90. 9% 
25-49 beds 48.0 51. 5 58.5 63 . 1  92. 4  82.5 
50-99 beds 78 . 2  56.5 66.0 69 . 0  98 . 7  95. 8  
100 - 199 beds 65 . 7  70 . 3  73 . 8  74 . 5  8 7 . 4  9 1. 9 
200 -299 beds 0 . 0 0 . 0 77.0 79.8 -- --
300 - 499 beds 0 . 0 0 . 0 80 . 3  80.8 -- --
500 beds 
over 0.0 0 . 0 79 . 8  8 1. 7 - - --
TOTAL 59 . 0  60 . 8  73 . 7  76.5 
Sour c e : aDiv i s ion o f  Comprehens ive Planning , Hos p i ta l License 
I n forma t ion , Publ i c  Hea l t h Serv i ce , Pierre , South Dakota . 
bAmer i can Hos p i ta l As soc ia t i on , Gu ide I s sue , J . A . H.A. ,  
Augus t ,  1968 . 
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only 59 out of every 100 hospital beds available were utilized in 
1957  and only 6 1  out of every 100 in 19 67 . I n  both 195 7  and 19 67 the 
hospitals in all size clas ses but one had from 4. 5 to 12 . 5  more un-
occupied beds per 100 available beds than was true for hospitals of 
similar size in the remainder of the United States . The level of 
utilization was even farther below the 80 percent utilization figure 
set as a national goal by the United States Public Health Service and 
the 90 percent level thought reasonable by some experts in the field ! 5 
I nformation on level of peak oc cupancy was available for only 
Northwest South Dakota hospitals . The average peak occupancy was 
above 80 per cent for all size clas ses of hospitals in both 19 5 7  and 
1967 . There were four hospitals which had peak occupancy above 100 
percent in 195 7  and three in 19 67 . Since it is highly unlikely that 
peak occupancies would occur in two or more hospitals at the same 
time , some type of arrangement for moving patients between tospitals 
might be suggested by the high peak occupancy statistics. 
The I mportance of Outpatient Facilities 
Hospitals s erve the health needs of communities both tirough 
the services rendered to patients admitted into the hospital and those 
treated only in the outpatient department of the hospital. 
15tterman Somers and Anne Somers , Medicare and the Hos N : ta ls, 
(Washington : The Brookings I nstitution , 19 67 ) , 5 8 . 
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The number of patients treated as outpatients in Northwest South 
Dakota hospita ls increased by 13, 000 from the 1957 level of 23, 453 to 
36, 582 by 1967. 16 This represented a 55 percent increase. Nationally 
the number of outpatients treated increased from 67 million in 1957 
to 106 mil lion in 1967 or by 58 percent. 17 
The increase in the ratio of outpatients to inpatients from 1. 01  
to 1. 46 from 1957 to 1967 indicates that the number of patients 
treated in outpatient departments of Northwest South Dakota hospitals 
increased faster than the number of inpatients treated . This was 
true for hospitals less than 25 beds in size and hospitals between 
100 and 200 beds in size. The ratio decreased for those 25-99 beds 
in size. See Table IV-4. Nation-wide the ratio of outpatients to 
inpatients was 3 . 1  in 1957 and 3. 9 in 1967. This higher national 
ratio indicates that the amount of use made of outpatients depart-
ments relative to inpatient departments was less for Northwest South 
Dakota than for the remainder of the United States in 1967. This 
lower rate of outpatient facility utilization may also be a factor 
16 
Data for both 1957 and 1967 were available for only thirteen 
Northwest South Dakota hospitals, thus only data from these hospitals 
were used in making comparisons between increases in outpatients and 
inpatients treated . 
17American Hospital Association , " Guide Issue , "  Hospitals , JARA, 
Part II, (August, 1968 ) .  
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Table IV-4 
Uti lization of Thirt e en _ Hospital Outpatient Departments 
in Northwest South Dakota, 1957, 1967 
Average Number Ratio of 
Number of Outpatients Outpatien ts 
Hospital of Treated per Percent to Inpat i e n ts 
Size Hospitals1 Hospital Change Treated 
1957 1967 1957 1967 1957 1967 
0-24 Beds 6 4 440 798 +8 1. 0% . 80 1. 93 
25-99 Beds 4 6 1, 696 1, 276 -24. 8 1. 20 . 93 
100-200 Beds 3 3 4, 676 8, 579 +8 3. 4 . 98 1. 69 
TOTA L 13  13  23, 45 3 36, 582 +56. 0 1. 0 1  1 .  46 
1 
1\vo of the thirteen hosp i tals increased in size betwee n  1957 and 
1 967. 
Source : Division of Comprehensive Health Planning, Hospit al 
License Information , Publ ic Heal th Serv ice, Pierre, South 
Dakot a. 
contribut ing to the somewha t higher per cap i ta inpa t i e n t  admittance 
rate for Northwest Sou th Dakota. 
Departmental Breakdown of Hospital Care Given in 
Northwest South Dako ta Hospitals 
Data were not available on the type of hospital services given 
the outpa t i ents treated in Nort�west South Dakot a, but information 
was availabl e on the ca tegory of care prov ided the inpatie n ts served. 
Hospital care has tradit ionally be en departmentalized on the basis 
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of services rendered (surgery, psychiatry ,  med ic ine , etc. ) and age 
of the pat ient ( pediatric s and geriatrics ) . 18 The departmental 
breakdown used in this study was med ical, surgery, obstetrics, psy-
chiatry, orthopedics, ped iatrics, and geriatrics. 
The data in Table IV-5 show that the most commonly used de-
partment was the med ical department. The treatment most commonly 
given to medical patients included rest, control of diet, med i-
cation, and atmospheric control. In the medical department, t ime is 
often necessary to diagnose what is wrong with the patient and to 
find which drugs or other treatment will be effective in treating 
his ailment . 19 The total number of  patient days of care given to 
medical patients increased by slightly over 10 , 000 days from 1957 to 
1967. All of this increase was caused by increased admi s s ion because 
average length of stay was 7. 3 days in both 1957 and 1967. 
Another commonly used department was the surgery department. 
The same group of laboratory and x-ray tests given patients admitted 
into med ical departments is sometimes necessary here also , but usu-
ally the diagnosis establi shing the disorder i s  made before the 
18E. Todd Wheeler, Hospital Design and Function , ( New York : 
McGraw-Hill Book Co. , 1964 ),  10. 
19Ibid. , p. 57 . 
Table IV-5 
Change in Days of Care Given in Each of Seven Hospital Departments, 1967 
Patient Days Average Length Number of Change in Patient Days of 
Provided of Stay Patients Treated Care Because of Change in 
Type of Care Number Length 
in Change Change Change of Number 
1957 1957-1967 1957 1957-1967 1957 1957-1967 Stay Admitted 
Medicine 72, 622 + 1 1, 168 7.3 0 9, 952 +l, 548 0 + 1 1, 300 
Surgery 29, 525 +27, 378 6.3 +l. 3 4, 701 +2, 776 +6, 1 1 1 +2 1, 098 
Obstetrics 22, 614 -12, 041 5. 8 -2.1 3, 897 -1, 037 -8, 184 - 3, 837 
Pediatrics 2 3, 914 - 3, 026 4.3 -1.1 5, 546 + 840 -6, 101 + 2 , 688 
Geriatrics -- +20 , 165 - 29.8 - + 676 -- --
Extended Care 35, 379 -- 15.7 - 2, 250 - -- --
Orthopedic -- + 6, 049 - 8. 7 - + 698 -- --
Psychiatric -- + 729 - 5.4 - + 1 36 -- --
Source : Division of Comprehensive Health Planning, Hospital License Information, 1967, Public 
Health Service, Pierre, South Dakota. 
CJI 
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patien t  ent ered the hospital. A 2 7, 300 patient day increas e  in 
surgical care is indicated by the data in Table IV-5. Average length 
of stay increased from 6 . 3  to 7. 6 days accoun ting for 6, 111 days 
of the increas e  in care, while an increase of 2, 776 patients treated 
accounted for the remaining 21, 098 patient day increas e  in days of 
care given. 
Expectan t  mothers admit ted for childbirth en ter the obstetrics 
department. It is shown in Table IV-5 that the number of patient 
days of care given in the obs tetrics departments of Northwe st South 
Dakota Hospi tals decreased by 12, 0 0 0  days from 195 7  to 1967. Much 
of this decrease was caused by a decrease in the average number of 
days obstetrics patients spent in the hospital. _Had length of stay 
remained constan t at 5. 8 days, the reduction in days of care given 
would have been only 3, 837 days caused by a 1, 0 0 0  patient decline in 
number of obstetric patients treat ed. This decline in obst e trics 
patients was probably caused in part by the migration of many of the 
younger people from the area before they reach the child-bearing age. 
The number of days of pediatrics care given decreased by 3, 0 0 0  
patient days from 195 7 to 1967. All of this decrease was caused by 
a decrease in average length of stay. The number of pa t i e n t s  ad­
mitted into pediatrics departments increased by 840 between 1
95 7  and 
1967. 
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Thirty-five thousand patient days of extended care were given 
by Northwest South Dakota hospitals in 1957. Data for this category 
of care were not available for 1967. Statistics for geriatrics care, 
a similar type of care, were available, however. Geriatrics care is 
a type of care which emphasizes treating the problems and disea ses 
of the aging, while extended care als o involves the treatment of 
many aged people. Over 20, 000 patient days of geriatrics care was 
provided in 1967, which is 15, 000 patient days less than the number 
of days of extended care given in 1957. A possible reason for this 
decline in this type of care was the growth of nurs ing homes. 
Only two hospitals offered orthopedic care in 1967. These two 
hospitals gave only 5, 000 patient days of orthopedic care in 1967. 
Six hundred seventy-one patients were treated, however. Data were 
not available for 1957. 
Available statistics show that only three hospitals in the area 
treated psychiatric patients in 1967. A total of 700 patient days of 
psychiatric care were given by these three hos pitals in i967. · A total 
of 126 patients were treated. Data were not ava ilable in 1957. 
Differences in Type of Care Given by Four Size Classes of Hospi ta l s  
The data in Table IV-6 show that 55 percent of the total patient 
days of care given by Northwest South Dakota Hospit als was given in 
the three largest hospitals in the area. These hos pitals did not 
Table IV-6 
Proportion of Total Days of Care Given by Each 
of Four Size Classes of Hospitals ,  1967 
Type of Care 
Medicine 
Geriatrics 
Pediatrics: 
Medical 
Surgical 
Surgery 
Orthopedic 
Psychiatric 
Obstetrics: 
Delivered 
Not Delivered 
Total Care 
Proportion of Care Given by 
Hospitals in each Size Class 
Under 
25 Beds 
15. 0% 
12. 5 
13. 5 
1. 4 
4. 8 
1. 1 
0. 0 
7. 6 
1 . 2  
10. 0 
25-49 
Beds 
25. 8% 
34. 4 
30. 0 
14 . 8  
14. 7 
17. 8 
0. 0 
21. 9 
41. 6 
23. 0 
50-99 
Beds 
13. 2% 
26.1 
9. 9 
7. 8 
6. 7 
--
0. 0 
14. 3 
14. 3 
11. 9 
100-199 
Beds 
46. 0% 
27. 0 
46. 6 
75. 9 
73. 9 
81. 1 
100. 0 
56 ; 3  
42. 7 
55. 1 
55 
Source: Division of Comprehensive Health Planning
, Hospital License 
Information Pub lic Health Service , Pier
re , South Dakota. ' 
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provide 55 percent of all types o f  care, however . It is shown in 
Table IV-6 that only 46 percent of the medical days, and 27 percent 
of the geriatric days were provided by these hospitals, while over 
70 percent of the total patient days of care in the surgery, ortho­
pedic and psychiatric departments were provided by these same three 
hospitals. 
To test the statistical significance of these relationships, 
the Spearman rank correlation test was used. The test results shown 
in Table IV-7 indicate that the proportion of patient days of care 
given to medical patients was significantly inversely related to 
hospital size at the 5 percent level of significance. The proportion 
of patient days of care given to surgical and surgical pediatrics 
patients was found directly related to hospital size. In this case 
the relationship was significant at both the five and one percent 
level of significance. The availability of psychiatric and ortho­
pedic care were also related to hospital size, because only the large 
hospitals provided these types of care. The proportion of care given 
in the other departments was not found significantly dependent upon 
hospital size. 
Chapter Summary 
The demand for hospital care has increased during the 1957-
1967 period as was indicated by increased admissions and patient 
Table IV-7 
Results of flank Correlation Test for Relationship between 
Hospital Size and Personnel Available Per Patient , 1967 
57 
Type Rank Direction 
of Correlation of 
Care Coefficient Relationship 
Medicine . 555* Inverse 
Surgery . 7669** Direct 
Pediatrics . 2 198 --
Medical Pediatrics . 2224 - -
Surgical Pediatrics . 7225 Direct 
Obstetrics . 3068 
--
Geriatrics :03 16 
--
Orthopedics1 -- --
Psychiatric1 -- --
1Insufficient number of hospitals offering this type of. care -to 
apply test . 
*Significant at 5 percent level of significance. 
**Significant at 1 percent level of significance. 
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days of care given. It was found that the number of outpatients 
treated increased at a faster rate than did the number of inpatients 
treated . 
Although the demand for care increased , the supply of hospital 
beds still exceeded demand for them . In 1967 , for example, an 
average of 40 out of every 100 beds available were unoccupied. Many 
of these unoccupied beds were located in small hospitals situated in 
the area's small towns. The peak occupancy , however , for many of 
these hospitals was found to be considerably above this figure and 
in some instances above 100 percent. Since it is unlikely that the 
peak in occupancy would occur at the same time in all hospitals , 
some type of transportation system might be helpful in transporting 
patients from hospitals which may , for a short time , be filled beyond 
capacity. 
When the total patient days of care given were broken down by 
departments , the days of care given in medicine and surgery far out­
numbered the days given in any of the other departments. The greatest 
increase in care given between 1957 and 1967 occurred in surgery de­
partments and the greatest decrease occurred in obstetrics depart­
ments. 
Information on type of care given by different sized ho
spitals 
showed that small hospitals tended to provide large port
ions of their 
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total patient days of care in medical  department s , while the larger 
hospital s  provided higher per centages of care in more s pecia lized 
categories such as s urgery . A pos sible explanation for this s ituation 
may be that the s ma l l er hospital s act as kind of fir st aid stations 
which are not ful ly equipped to per form many types of surger y , but 
often serve as a c linic where initial diagnoses are made before 
patients are r outed to a medical specialist and hospital located in 
a larger center . 
The fol lowing chapter wil l show the extent to which patients 
are currently traveling to t he larger hospitals for care and the 
dis tance travel ed . Particular l y in emergencies , the time involved 
in covering the distance to these hospital s becomes of life and 
death importance . 
CHAPTER V 
DISTANCE TRAVELED BY PATIENTS ADMITTED INTO NORTHWEST 
SOUTH DAKOTA HOSPITALS, 1967 
6 0  
Hard surfaced al] weather roads and modern automobiles have 
made it possible for people living in rural communities to travel 
long distances for the type of medical care desired . In this situ­
ation if a particular type or quality of care is not available in a 
community's hospital, the likely result will be the utilization of 
a more distant hospital. The purpose of Chapter V is to show where 
and how far the population of Northwest South Dakota traveled for 
hospital care in 1967. 
The first section of this chapter indicates how the study area 
was divided into hospital service areas and points out the extent 
to which people left their service area for hospital care. The 
second section indicates the distance which residents of different 
service areas traveled for hospital care . The last section deals 
with the geographic source of patients to individual Northwest South 
Dakota hospitals and includes not only Northwest South Dakota patients 
but also patients from the remainder of South Dakota and neighboring 
states. 
Analysis of Patient Movement in 
Northwest South Dakota 
For this analysis, Northwest South Dakota was divided into 
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fifteen hospital ser vice areas. Each town in the area was assumed 
to be part of the hospital service area of the hospital nearest to 
it in terms of road miles. Hospital A, for example, would have a 
service area composed of all towns closer to it than they were to 
any other hospital. Service areas for other hospitals were arrived 
at in a similar manner . The delineated service areas and the study 
area ' s road network are shown in Figure V-1. 
The data presented in Figure V-2 show the number of hospital 
admissions of people living in each ser vice area and indicate the 
propor t ion of these admissions that were into hospitals outside that 
service area. 2 1  The proportion of admissions into hospitals outside 
the service area is shown to vary from less than 5 percent to as 
high as 80 percent . The following Figures indicate which hospitals 
were utilized by residents leaving their service area for care. Of 
course, by definition, anyone leaving his service area for care would 
not be using the closest hospital. 
The statistics presented in Figure V-3 indicate the lnspita
ls 
used by residents of the Faith and Onida Hospital service areas. 
21
This analysis includes only admissions into Nor
thwest South 
Dakota Hospitals. 
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Figure V-1 
Delineation of Hospital Service Areas in Northwest South Dakota 
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Figure V-2 
Proportion of  Patients Leaving Service Area for Hospital Care , 
1967 
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Figure V-3 
Destination Patients Leaving the Faith and Onida Hospital 
Service Areas for Hospital Care 
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This figure shows that 10, 17, 13 and 16 percent of the admissions 
of Faith area people were admis?ions into the Sturgis, Rapid City , 
Pierre, and Mobridge Hospitals respectively. A s imilarly large 
proportion of the Onida Hospital service area residents sought care 
outside their service area. For example , 59 percent of the admis-
sions of Onida service area residents were admissions into the 
Pierre Hospital , while 18 percent were admissions into the Gettys-
burg Hospi tal. 
The data shown in Figure V-4 indicate the hospitals used by 
people from the Sturgis , Philip and Spearfish Hospital service areas. 
A total of 43 percent of the hosp ital admissions of Phil i p  service 
area residents were admissions into hospitals outside the Philip  
service area. Nine percent of the admissions of Philip area resi ­
dents were into the Pierre Hospital , while 34 percent were admis-
sions into the two hospitals located in  Rapid City. The data - in 
Figure V-4 indicate that residents of the Spearfish and Sturgis ser­
vice areas frequently utili zed the Deadwood and the Rapid City 
Hospitals. 
The data presented in  Figure V-5 indicate that 20 percent of 
the admiss ions of Belle Fourche service area residents were admis-
sions i nto the Rapid City hospitals . A similar proportion of the 
admissions of McLaugh l in area residents was i nto the Mobri dge 
Figure V-4 
Destinations of Patients Leaving �he Spearfish, Sturgis , and 
.Philip Hospital Service Areas for Hospital Care 
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Figure V-5 
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Hospital. Deadwood service area residents were shown to utilize 
several near by hospitals in addition to the Deadwood Hospital. 
The data presented in Figure V-6 show that 13 percent of the 
hospital admissions of Lemmon service area residents were admis-
sions into the Rapid City Hospitals, while 12 per cent of the hos-
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pital admissions of Gettysburg area residents were admissions into 
the Pierre Hospital . A small proportion of the total admissions of 
Mobridge area residents was admissions into nearby hospitals and 
the Rapid City Hospitals. 
The people found least likely to leave their service area to 
obtain hospital care from other Northwest South Dakota hospitals 
were those located in the Pierre and Rapid City Hospital service 
area. This is to be expected since the three largest hospitals in 
the study area were located in these service areas . When people 
from these areas did utilize a hospital outside their area, it was 
usually a nearby facility as is shown in Figure V-7. 
The data in Table V-1  indicate that those patients not utilizing 
the closest hospitals tended to travel to a hospital larger in size. 
Of the 4, 546 patients not utilizing the closest hospital, only 644 
went to a smaller hospital, while 3, 902 went to a larger hospital. 
Furthermore, nearly one-half of the patients who did not utilize the 
Figure V-6 
Destinations of Patients Leaving the Lemmon, Mobridge , and 
Gettysburg Hospital Service Areas for Hospital Care 
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-Figure V-7 
Destinations of Patients Leaving the Rapid City, and Pierre 
Hospital Service Areas for Hospital Care 
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Hospital1 
Service 
Area 
Rapid City 
Pierre 
Deadwood-Lead 
Mobridge 
Belle Fourche 
Sturgis 
Gettysburg 
Lemmon 
McLaughlin 
Faith 
Philip C 
Spearfish 
Onida 
Herreid2 
Hoven 
TOTAL 
• 
Table V-1 
The Extent to Which Closest Hospital Was Used by 
Residents of Fifteen Hospital Service Areas 
Total Proportion 
Admissions Leaving Number to Number to 
into a Hospital Service Smaller Larger 
by Area Residents Area Hospital Hospital 
7,359 2 . 0% 1 37 9 
2 , 72 1 3. 0 1 6  65  
1,992 2 1 . 0 189  2 2 9  
1,587 1 3 . 3  1 5 6  40 
1 , 35 1  2 8 . 6  8 3  303 
573 54. 9 45 661  
1 , 1 30 14 . 9  5 1 63 
648 17 . 3  6 106 
573 2 9 . 1  3 1 64 
958  80 . 4  4 766  
902 43 . 3  -- 3 9 1  
806 44 . 9  -- 3 62 
794 80 . 3  -- 643 
N. A. -- -- --
N. A. -- -- --
2 1,394 21.2 644 3, 092 
1 service areas are arranged by size of hospital located in them . 
2Data were not available for this hospital. 
Number to Number to 
Rapid City Pierre 
Hospitals Hospital 
-- 9 
6 5  --
227 2 
25 1 5  
274 2 
358  3 
4 1 3 1  
82 1 
2 0 
1 5 9  1 1 8  
306 80 
1 8 1  1 
1 8  472 
-- --
-- --
1,701 8 34 
Source: Division of Comprehensive Planning, Hospital License Information, 1 967, Public Health 
Service, Pierre, South Dakota. ....J f--J 
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closest hospital were admitted into the Pierre and Rapid City Hos­
pitals, the largest hospitals in Northwest South Dakota . 
When the number of patients leaving a hospital service area 
for hospital care was calculated, no distinction was made between 
patients from the hospital town and patients from thea:rea's non­
hospital towns. When a distinction was made, it was found that for 
nearly every area the proportion of patients seeking care outside 
their service area was higher among patients from non-hospital 
towns than was true for the patients from the area's hospital town . 
See Table V-2 . Area-wide, all but 13 . 3  percent of the patients 
from hospital towns were admit ted into the hospital in their area, 
while 46 . 4  percent of the patients from non-hospital towns were 
not admitted into their area's hospital . This difference in utili-
zation may in part be explained by the fact that the distance to a 
hospital outside the service area would nearly always be l ess. for 
a non-hospital town resident than a resident from a hospital town . 
A second explanation may be that once on the road en route to a 
hospital, the added distance for care from a hospital outside the 
area would not seem important . A third factor may be that people 
from a hospital town feel an obligation to patronize their town ' s 
... . 
Table V-2 
The Extent to Which Closest Hospital Was Used by Residents 
of Hospital and Non-Hospital Towns in Fifteen Hospital Service Areas 
Hospital1 
Service 
Area 
Rapid City 
Pierre 
Deadwood-Lead 
Mobridge 
Belle Fourche 
Sturgis 
Gettysburg 
Lemmon 
McLaughlin 
faith 
Philip 
ppearfish 
bnida 
�erreid2 
fioven
2 
TOTAL 
Total Number of Admissions of : 
Hospital-Town I Non-Hospital Town 
Residents Residents 
6_, 746 613 
2, 622 99 
1, 8 54 1 39 
309 778 
949 402 
1, 238 335 
944 1 86 
382 310 
3 76 197 
203 752 
447 455 
766 40 
356 429 
N . A. --
N. A. I 
--
I 17, 692 4, 735 
1 
Service areas are arranged by size of hospital located in them. 
2
Data were not available for this hospital. 
Percentage not Admitted into 
Service Area ' s  Hospjt�l� of : 
Hospital-Town I Non-Hospital Town Residents Residents 
1. 6% 6 . 7% 
3 . 1 1. 0 
2 1. 2  18 . 7  
5. 6 19. 4 
20. 0 48 . 8  
43. 3 50 . � 
1 3. 7 21. 0 
7. 9 40. 7 
2 3 . 4  40 . 1  
52 . 7  88 . 6  
24 . 4 62. 0 
43 . 5  72. 5 
69. 1 92. 5 
-- --
--
I 
--
13. 3 46. 4 
Source : Division of Comprehensive Planning , Hospital License Information, 1967,, Public Health 
Service, Pierre, South Dakota . --.J 
w 
, 
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hospital ; also, they may have greater confidence in a local facility 
staffed by people whom they know personally . 
Distance Traveled for Out-of-Town Care 
Because of the location of hospitals and the sparse population 
in much of Northwest South Dakota, many people traveled considerable 
distance from their home-town, i . e. , town of address, to obtain hos­
pital care. For purposes of this study, distance traveled was 
measured from the patient ' s  town of address to -the hospital utilized. 
Distances traveled by patients who utilized hospitals in _the same 
town as their post office address were assumed to be zero . The data 
in Table V-3 indicate that patients leaving their home town for care 
traveled 325, 560 miles or an average of 56 miles per - patient . 
It should be pointed out that both the average distance, and 
proportion of patients invol ved in computing the average distance, 
differed between areas . For example 90 percent of the people from the 
Faith Hospital service area left their town for. hospital care . and 
traveled an average ·of 91 miles from their town of address for the 
care they received . The remaining 10 percent were assumed to travel 
zero distance because their home address was Faith and they were 
admitted into the Faith Hospital . In the case of Gettysburg, however, 
28 percent of the service area residents traveled an ave
rage of 44 
Table V-3 
Distance Traveled for Hospital Care in Northwest South Dakota, 1967 
Percent of 
Number of Those Admitted 
Hospital 1 Admissions Who Left The ir 
Service into a Town for 
Area Hosp ital Care 
Faith 958 90% 
Onida 794 85 
Philip 902 63 
Sturgis 1, 573 55 
Mobridge 1, 585 52 
McLaughlin 573 50 
Spearfish 806 46 
Lemmon 648 46 
Belle Fourche 1, 351 44 
Gettysburg 1, 130 2 8  
Deadwood-Lead 1, 990 2 7  
Rapid City 7, 350 10 
Pierre 2, 711 7 
Herreid2 N . A. --
Hoven2 N. A. --
TOTAL 22 , 394 25. 4 
1 service areas are arranged by size of hospital located in them. 
2
Data were not avai lable for this hospital. 
Mi l es Trave led 
by Those Seeking 
Out-of-Town Care 
Total Average 
Distance Distance 
(Miles) ( Mi les) 
77, 748 90 . 2  
21, 867 32. 4 
34, 503 61 . 2 
20, 181 · 23. 2 
32, 58 6 3 9 . 6  
10, 218 35. 9 
11, 271 30 . 2  
22, 575 7 6 . 3  
2 9, 051 49 . 0  
13, 714 43. 5 
17, 931 33.8 
19, 022 2 6 . 5 
14 , 93 1 83 . 4 
-- --
-- --
325 . 562 56.0 
Source : Division of Comprehensive Planning, Hospital License Information , 1967 , Department of 
Health, Pierre, South Dakota. 
--.J 
c.n 
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miles , while the remaining 72 percent were Gettysburg residents ad-
mitted into their home-town hospital and assumed to travel zero  
distance . 
Geographic Location from Which Each Hospital 
Drew Patients 
All of the hospitals in Northwest South Dakota drew patients 
from an area considerably larger than the service areas outlined in 
this chapter. To determine the size of the geographic area which 
served as a source of patients for the study area ' s  hospitals , 
patients were first divided into two categories : home town and out-
of-town , i. e . , those from the town of hospital location and those 
who were not. See Table V-4. The proportion of out-of-town patients 
coming from within various road distances was then computed. The 
computations in Table V-5 indicate that in the case of 9 of the study 
area ' s  hospitals, 75 percent of the out-of-town patients who . were 
admitted were from within 50 miles of the hospital. In all but 4 
cases , 90 percent of the out-of-town patients came from within 100 
road miles of the hospital. The proportion of out-of-town patients 
from over 100 miles who utilized these hospitals varied from 33. 1  
percent for Bennett Hospital in Rapid City to 15 percent for the 
Sturgis Hospital. 
· Table V-4 
The Number of Out -of-Town Pat ients Admitted into 
Northwest South Dakota Hospitals, 1967 
Number of 
Pa t ients for Percent of 
77 
Location of Whom Address Patients from 
Hospit a l  Was Avail able Out-of-Town 
Rapid C i ty (Bennett)
1 4, 87 1 31. 7% 
Rapid Cit y (St . John' s)1 5, 998 29. 4 
Spearfish 623 27. 0 
Pierre 4, 042 48. 4  
Mobridge 2, 023 61. 8 
Gettysburg 1, 523 40.2 
Belle Four che 1, 5 14 49. 1 
Sturgis 1, 196 37. 9 
Lemmon 525 29. 8 
McLaughlin . 673 56. 9 
Faith 21 1 5 1. 0 
Phil ip 545 34. 2 
Onida 167 28. 1 
Deadwood 1, 574 56. 7 
Lead 5 18 
33· , 5 
Hoven2 N . A. 
--
Herreid2 N. A. 
--
TOTAL 25, 976 
4 1. 7 
1 
Service areas are arranged by size of ho
spital located in them. 
2 
Dat a  were not ava i lable for this hosp i t
a l . 
Source: Division of Comprehensive P
lanning, Hosp i ta l  License 
Information, 1967, Departmen
t of Health , P ierre, South 
Dakota. 
Table V-5 
Proportion of Patients Coming Various Road Distances for Hospital Care , 1967 
Location Number of · Percent of Out-of-Town Patients 
of Out-of-Town Who Came from within the 
Hospital Patients Followin� Road Distances 
0-25 miles 0-49 miles 0-75 miles 0-99 miles 100 miles 
Rapid City 
l 
(Bennett) 1 , 588 14% 45% 
Rapid City 
(St. John ' s)1 1 , 788 30 5 3  
Spearfish 179 55 61 
P ierre 2 , 056 33 63 
Mobridge 1 , 2 39 27 76 
Gettysburg 680 33 78 
Bel le Fourche 731 31 79 
Sturgis  469 45 70 
Lemmon 173 44 8 5  
McLaughl in 376 31 93 
Faith 1 07 37 8 1  
Phi l ip 191 17 91 
Onida 48 54 100 
Deadwood 938 88 93 
Lead 178 100 --
Hoven2 
2 
N.A. -- --
Herreid N.A. -- --
1Rapid City was served by both Bennett and St. John' s hospitals. 
2
Data were not available for this hospital. 
53% 67% 
70 79 
76 8 3  
88 94 
92 96 
87 97 
89 96 
82 85 
95 97 
96 98 
86 98 
96 97 
-- --
95 96 
-- --
-- --
-- --
Source : Division of Comprehensive Planning , Hospital License Information, 1967 , Department 
of Health , Pierre , South Dakota. 
over 
33% 
21 
17 
6 
4 
3 
4 
15 
3 
2 
2 
3 
--
4 
--
--
--
--.J 
00 
' 
Table V-6 
Distance Traveled by Out�o f-Town 
Pat i ents Adm itted into 
Northwest South Dakota Hos pital s , 1967 
8 0 
Location Average Total Number of 
Mi es of Miles Out-of-Town 
Hospital Traveled Traveled Patients 
Rapid City ( Bennett)
1 80. 1 1 34, 703  1, 588 
Rapid City 
1 71. 2 1 2 5 , 1 38 (St. John ' s) 1, 788 
Spear fish 52. 6
 9, 356 1 79 
Pierre 25. 4
 79, 200 2, 056 
Mobridge 24.
1 48, 897 1, 2 39 
Gettysburg 55. 8
 38, 0 31 680 
Bel le Fourche 44. 6 
31, 767 731 
Sturgis 42. 
20, 060 469 
Lemmon 35.
3 5, 931 173  
McLaughlin 31
. 7 2 , 38 2 376 
Faith 4 1.
6  4, 1 32 107 
Philip 
24. 7 4, 727 191 
Onida 2 1.
 0 1, 009 48 
Deadwood 2
1. 2 19, 937 938 
Lead 1
1. 5 2, 048 178 
Hoven2 N
.A. - - --
Herreid2 N
. A. -- --
TOTAL 4
8. 7 527, 318 10, 741 
-
1
Rapid City was served by b
oth Bennett and 8t · John ' s hospitals. 
2Data were not available for 
this hospital. 
Source : Division of Comprehe
nsive Planning, Hospital License I
n­
formation, 1967, Dep
artment of Health, Pierre , South 
Dakota. 
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Faith area would have utilized a 30-bed hospital at an average of 
75 percent of capacity. In 1967 the 20-bed Faith Hospital was 
utilized an average of less than 50 percent of capacity. 
The exact reason for this lack of small hospital utilization 
was not found in this study, but the study did point out that when 
the closest hospital was by-passed, a larger hospital was usually 
utilized. A possible reason for utilization of the hospitals in 
larger towns might be the greater variety of physicians available, 
and better equipped hospitals with more specialj zed personnel than 
small hospitals employed. The analysis also showed that people from 
a hospital town were less likely to by-pass their hospital and go to 
another hospital than were people from other towns in the service 
area of that same hospital, which suggests a loyalty influence. 
The data indicates that a major source of patients for hos­
pitals of all sizes are people from the town in which the hospital is 
located. The distance traveled by out-of-town patients _was not in 
general related to hospital size . The average distance traveled by 
out-of-town patients admitted into the Rapid City hospitals, which 
were among the largest hospitals in the study area , was far greater 
than was true for any other hospitals in the area . However, the 
average distance traveled by out-of-town patients admitted into the 
Pierre Hospital, the largest hospital in the study area, was among 
82 
the shortest for any hospital in the area. One maj or reason for this 
difference may be the fact that Pierre had far fewer physicians and 
particularly physicians with specialties than did Rapid City. Con­
sequently, doctors in the study area would be more likely to refer 
patients to Rapid City doctors. 
Up to this point this study has been concerned with a descrip-
tive analysis of the medical services and facilities available in 
Northwest South Dakota . This sets the stage for specific analysis 
of the costs and capabilitie$ of alternative methods of providing 
access to thes� services. Part of this latter problem involves the 
location, number and quality of ambulance services in Northwest South 
Dakota. The next chap ter deals with the problems of ambulance ser­
vices in N9rthwest South Dakota and analyzes some alternative orga­
nizations of ambulance services for providing improved access to 
medical services in the area. 
' 
CHAPTER VI 
COST AND CAPABILITIES OF. THREE TYPE OF AMBULANCE VEHICLES 
SUITABLE FOR USE IN NORTHWEST SOUTH DAKOTA 
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Part o f  the problem of providing medical services and acces si­
bility to them involves the quality of ambulance service available 
to residents of an area. Ambulance service is closely r elated to 
hospital care because in emergencies the quality of the care given at 
the scene and en route to a hospital is often more important to patient 
welfare than the care eventually given at the hos pital. Avail­
ability of quality ambulance service is particularly vital in s par sely 
populated areas where it is likely that patients will need to be 
transported long distances before reaching an adequate hos pital. The 
purpose of Chapter VI is to point out the characteristics of existing 
ambulance services and analy ze the cost and capabilities of thr ee al­
ternative ambulance systems suitable for use in Northwest  South 
Dakota . 
Ambulance Services Located in Northwest South Dakota, 1 968 
Northwest South Dakota is currently served by both auto ambu-
lances and fixed wing air ambulances . Information on the location 
of auto ambulance services in Nor thwest South Dakota was obtained 
from both the State Department of Public Health and questionnaires 
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s ent to local governments in the study area. The Departme nt of 
Health data was from a survey of  state li censed ambulances, whi ch in 
the study ar ea included all but volunteer servic es .  A questionnair e  
was s ent to city and county treasurer s in the study ar ea t o find the 
number of volunt e er servic es licensed or maintained by local govern-
men ts. Air tax i servic e s in the area wer e als o  se nt questionnaires 
to find out the extent to which they were involved in pr ovid ing a ir 
ambulanc e s er vic e . 
The location of auto ambulance serv ices in Nor thwest South Dakota 
is shown in F i gure VI-1 . It appears that an adequate number of s.er-
vi ces wer e ava ilable in a ll parts of the study area except the ce nter 
por t ion around Ziebach County. This portion of the study area was 
dependent upon the ambulance services located in surr ounding towns, 
which wer e quite distant .
22 
Data avai lable from the Department of Health showed that many of 
the ambulance s ervices in the study area wer e unsur e about futur e  
operat ions . Of  the nine services for which the Department of Health 
data wer e available four indicated they planned on d iscontinuing ' 
their ambulanc e s ervice, and one was undec i ded about future ope
r a t i ons. 
22A Public Health Service ambulance was located in Eagle Butte 
Which i s near the center of the ar ea, but its services ar e limited 
mainly to the Indian population in the area. 
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Figure VI-1 
Ambulance Services Located in Northwest South Dakota, 1968 
Butte 
Lawrenc 
Corson 
20 
Key to Figure 
_!ype of Ambulance Se
rvices 
/\ Funeral Home Ser
vices 
/,:... Volunteer . Servi
ces 
Commercial Service
s 
Other Symbols 
/ Paved Road 
worth 
Scale of Miles 
40 5 . 4  mm= 10 Mi les 
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Of those proposing to  d iscontinue their service, at  least one has 
since been granted a subsidy by its county government and one has 
been replaced by a volunteer service . 
The major problem facing ambulance services in the area seems 
to be of a financial nature. All of the services for which the De­
partment of Health data were available reported a financial loss on 
the ambulance service portion of their business. Problems with non­
collection, .as well as high equipment and personnel costs, were the 
most commonly indicated reasons for this loss. It is i nteresting to 
note that the percentage of fees collected by different services 
varied from 30 to  90 percent. 
Probably most important for quality ambulance services is the 
availability of well-trained ambulance atter1dants with adequate 
equipment at their disposal. Of the services for which Department of 
Health data were available, six of the nine indicated they always 
carried both driver and attendant , two indicated they carried both 
sometimes, and one indicated it never carried both. The most common 
type of training given attendants was Red Cross training, although 
- medical sel f-help and military training were also indicated. The most 
common type of vehicle used was the hearse type ambulance. �nly one 
service used a station wagon as anything other than a back-up vehicle. 
All but one of the vehicles were equipped with two-way radio equipment. 
Nearly all of the services carried oxygen or resusitation equip­
ment . 
Eleven of the 18 air taxi services located in the area were 
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providing a significant amount of patient transportation in 1968 . A 
total of 203 flights were made for this purpose in 1968 . Most of the 
flights were made in transpor ting patients to or from hospit als out­
side the area, such as to the University of Minnesota Hospital. 
The air services providing air ambulance services were not spe-
cially equipped for this pur pose. Only one service reported it had 
a specific air ambulance plane. None of the planes used carried 
radio equipment other than that which is standard for a plane of 
its size. All o f  the services were also dependent upon local auto 
ambulance services and hospitals for furnishing an attendant and 
much of the medical equipment carried . 
Need for Improvement in Area ' s Ambulance Services 
Probably the most important medical resource which small towns 
can maintain are ambulance services, because they improve access to 
• the medical facilities of neighboring towns. In 1967 some parts of  
the study area did not have an ambulance service reasonably avail-
able. Services in other towns were planning to discontinue . In all 
towns primary reliance was placed on auto ambulances, which may be 
suf ficient for patient transportation to the local hospi tal , but lack 
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the speed des ired for trans por t ing patients  to distant fac i li ties . 
Because of i t s  speed and flexibi l i ty , increased interes t  has been 
focused on the use of helicopter ambulances for pat ient transpor-
tation . To understand what rol e  var ious types of ambulance vehi cles 
might perform in sati s fy i ng the future health needs of Nor thwes t 
South Dakota , three types of vehicles were analyzed . 
Differences in Cos t and Capabi l ities of Three 
Ambulance Veh icles 
Data for this  section were obta ined from three sour ces. I nfor -
mation per tain ing to auto and helicopter ambulances was obtained from 
a s tudy done for the Un i ted S tates Department of Transpor tation . 
Fixed wing air ambulance data were obtained from the Piper and the 
Cess na Air craft Companies and through dis cuss ions with people from 
local air  services. 
Auto Ambulances 
The auto ambulance has been found to be an impor tant l ink to 
adequate emergency care even in areas s erved by an air ambulance . The 
inves tment necess ary for an auto am�ulance var ies a good deal depending 
upot the type of vehi cle chosen . The data in Table V l -1 s how the es -
timated pr ice ranges and capac i ties of var ious body s tyle of ambu­
lances . Pr ice ranged from $ 3 , 600 for the cheapest converted s tation 
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wagon to $18, 000 for the most expensive limousine . Of course, cost 
to a specific community could be reduced by purchasing a suitable 
second-hand vehicle . 
Table Vl-1 
Basic Body Styles for Auto Ambulances 
Pati ent Carrying Head Room 
Ambulance Capacity (Patient Price 
Body Type (Supine only) Department ) Range 
-
Limousine 1 - 2 50 in. $12, 000 - 18, 000 
Converted 
Stationwagon 1 4 1  in. 3, 600 - 8, 000 
Custom 
Van Truck 1 - 3 77 in. 10, 000 - 12, 000 
Converted 
Panel Truck 1 - 2 51 in. 8, 000 - 9, 000 
Detachable Cab 
Truck Chassis 2 50 in . 6, 000 
- 8, 000 
Source: Dunlap and Associates, Economics of Highway Emergency 
Ambulance Services, Vol. 1 .  Prepared for U. S .  Department 
of Transportation, (Darien , Conn. : Dunlap & Associates) . 
• 
The quality of service possible with highe
r priced vehicles does 
not seem to increase commensurate with price
. Much of the price dif ­
ferences between types o f  vehicles seems t
o be caused by the inclusion 
of unnecessary frills and status symbol ty
pe l uxuries. The more 
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expensive vehicles dif fer from the lower cost models because of 
superior styling, higher performance engines, more luxurious interior 
furnishings , and better suspension systems. 23 Two important variable s , 
patient carrying capacity and amount of headroom, did not vary greatly 
between price ranges. An adequat e  amount of headroom is particularily 
importint when a pa tient must  be given first aid en route to a hos-
pital. 
In addition to vehi cle cost , the cost of necessary equipment 
must also be consi dered . Th e xpec ted capital outlay for medical 
equipment is about $1 , 90C J  pe r v eh ic le. The estimated cost of fur­
nishing a suitable ambulance installation was estimated at  $1, 7 0 0  with 
the largest single cost i tem being radio equipment. See Appendix 
Tables D-1 and D-2 . 
Probably even mor e important than initial investment are the 
operating costs involved in prov iding ambulance services . The cost 
figures in Table VI-2 show t he expected annual fixed costs involved 
in operating three di f ferent types of auto ambulance serv ices. The 
major difference in these t hree services is the costs per manpower . 
The commercial service operating complementary business can utilize 
ambulance personnel when. they are not out on a call ; consequen-tly , 
23Dunlap and As s oc iates , Economi cs of H i
ghway Emergen�y Am?ulance 
Service s ,  S t udy for the Uni ted S ta tes Depa
rtment of  Transpo r tat io� , 
(Was h ington ,  D. c . : Depar tment  of  Trans po
rtat ion , 1 9 68 ) . 
Table VI-2 
Estimated Annual Fixed Cos t for Ambulance 
S ervice Using One Auto Ambulance 
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Total Annual Fixed Costs with Each of the 
Followi ng :  
Fixed Cost 
Elements 
Pr ivat e 
Pri vate F irm 
Also Operating 
Complementary Volunte er 
. . F i r B . 
1 
r----------------l __ __ .._m_71 __ -=.
u==s-=i:.:.n:.:e::.:s::.:s:::_ __ -+---=S�e::r:...v�i�c�e:...__j 
Driver Atte ndant Wages 2 
Support Personnel Wages2 
Employe e  Benefits 3 
Vehicle Depreci ati on1 
Equ · pment Depr ec i ation4 
Facilitie s  Renta15 
Utilities 
Ins urance 
Other Fixed Cos t s 
TOTAL 
$2 3, 489 
ll , 74C 
2 , 784 
964:  
275  
5, 600 
2, 000 
7 ] 4 
600 
4 8 , 17 1  
$ 1 1, 745 
5 , 873 
1, 392 
964 
275 
2, 800 
2, 000 
714 
600 
2 6, 363 
964 
275 
1 , 400 
2, 000 
71 4 
60 0  
5, 953 
1This category woul d include funeral home s  which provide ambulanc e  
s erv ice. 
2n river, attendant, and support per sonnel assumed available 24 hours 
3 
4 
5 
a day. 
Employe e  benefits were as sumed to be 7. 9 percent of total wage s -
4.4 pe r cent was for Social Securi ty and 3. 5 perc ent for workman ' s 
compensation. 
It was as s umed that all of th e  s ervic es us ed a $9, 000
 vehicle de-
preciated over 7 y ears with 25 percent res idual
. Equipme nt was 
deprec iated over 10 year period with no re sidu
al as s umed. 
Facility r ental was as sumed to be lower with vo
l unteer s ervic e  and 
pr ivate fi rm operat ing a complementary bus
i ness, becaus e 1:hes e ser­
v ice s  us ua l ly s erve
. smal l er towns �her e prope r ty values
 ar e lower. 
Source : Dunlap and As soc iates , Inc . , Ec
onomics of Highway Emergency 
Ambul a nce S e rvices , Vol ume I ,  U . 
S . Depa r tment of Commerce, 
J u ly, 1 968. 
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labor costs can be reduced. The volunteer service generally has no 
paid personnel thus no allowance needs to be made for manpower. Costs 
of some other sources were assumed to be lower for the volunteer ser-
vices and private firm operat ing a complementary business because 
these services are usual l y  located in smaller towns where property 
values are lower and call s are received less frequently. An average 
variable cost of $6. 00 per t r i p  was assumed for all three types of 
services. 
Hel icopter Ambu l ances 
The helicopter is unsur passed for rapidly transporting the sick 
or inj ured to medi cal care. Presently , helicopters are most frequent­
ly used in urban areas t o  avoid traffic congestion in transporting 
auto accident victims to hospi tal care ; however, many of the benefits 
from the urban use of helicopt ers are also possible in low population 
density rural areas. These areas are characterized by poor roads, 
often only indirectly leading to a hospital of sufficient size to 
provide the type of medical care needed. 
The aircraft chosen for use as a - helicopter ambulance should have 
payload capacity to carry two litter patients in addition to a pilot 
and a medical attendant. The aircraft also ought to have sufficient 
fu 1 · t t · t  t ] east three hours flyin
g time without the e capac1 y o pe rm1 a - · 
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need for refuel ing or the add i t ion of reserve tanks whi ch reduce 
carrying capacity. 
The medical attendant used on a hel icopter needs to be more 
high l y  trained in some ways t han the usual ambulance attendant. In 
addition to a high degree of skil l in general first aid and trauma 
tr eatment , he must be aware of the possi ble complications which may 
occur during fl ight because of changing air pressure, patient anxiety, 
etc. 
One of the most important capabilities of the helicopter is its 
abil ity to land al most anywhere. A helicopter can land on any clear, 
flat space with a diameter of 100 feet . Many newer hospitals are 
currently being built with heliports and nearly al l hospitals located 
in rural areas such as Northwest South Dakota provide sufficient space 
on lawns or parking lots for heli copter landings . 
Weather conditions such as fog, icing, or severe turbulance may 
prohibit the use of hel icopters at some times. Helicopters are, how­
ever, able to fly at low altitudes under conditions which would ground 
fixed-wing aircraft . This is espec ially true in relatively
 flat ter-
• 
rains with few natural or man-made obstacles. Experience in Northern 
cities have shown that a helicopter ambulance could
 fly approximately 
88 percent of the time.
24 
24Ibid. , p .  95. 
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Some tipe of indoor storage of the aircraft will be necessary i f  
it is goi ng to be ready to respond to emergenc ies i n  all types of 
weather. Heli port facilities sh ou l d include a land i ng zone, hanger 
facilities, of f ice space, and communicat i ons equipment. Maintenance 
faciliti es for dai ly and 100 hour maintenance inspectio n  and m inor 
engine and airframe maintenance is also necessary. Major overhauls 
on the air frame every 1, 200 hours and on the engine every 900 hours 
will likely need to be done at a maintenance and over haul depot out-
side of the service area. I f  a helicopter ambulance were to be used 
in Northwest South Dakota, per haps some agr e ement could be made 
for use of the facilities and personne l avai lable at the Ellsworth 
Air  Force Base in Rapid City. 
E f f icient use of a helicopter requir es a capab ility for continu­
ous air-to-ground communi cations. The helicopter typically should 
have an a i r borne transceiver capable o f contacting air traff ic con­
trol, an ambul ance dispatc h er, and law enforcement agencies .  Med ical 
facilitie s can normally be contacted by  teleph one. 
Fix�� Wing Air  Ambulance 
Most of the character istics desired in a helicopter wou
ld also 
be ne eded in a fixed wing a i r  ambulance, that is : (1) capacity for 
carry ing two litter patients plus one attendant, 
(2) sufficient fuel 
capacity, c3) appropr iate rad io equipme nt, (4) cr
uising spe e d  of _ at 
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least 1 00 MPH, (5 ) land ing area wit h  aircraft storage and some main­
tenance equipment ava i la ble. 
The capability of the fixed wing air ambulance is differ ent 
from the helicopter ambulance , because of its need for some type of 
prepared landing strip for taking of f and landing . The typical air 
ambula.nce plane operating in the elevation characteristic of North-
west South Dakota requires a runway of at least 2, 000 feet for normal 
take-off .  The runway may be of either hard surface or sod construe-
tion. This need for an appropriate l anding strip implies that all 
patients carried in a fixed wing ambulance need to be transported to 
an airport by auto ambulance. 
Cost Comparison between Helicopter and Fixed Wing Air Ambulance 
A number of different models of helicopters and fixed wing air� 
craft would be suitabl e  for air ambulance work . See Appendix Table 
D-3 . However , the Bell Ranger and the Cessna Skywagon 206 were chosen 
for the analysis in this chapter . 
The data in Table VI-3 show that the initial investment in a 
helicopter ambulance was considerably higher than the investment in • 
a suitable fixed wing air ambulance . The major contributor to this 
inequality was differences in cost of the basic aircraft. The allow-
ance used for medical equipment and radio equipment was the same for 
both types of air ambulances. 
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Table VI - 3  
Comparison of Initia l l nvestmnnt for H 1 ·  � e icopter Ambulance 
and Fixed Wing Air  Ambulance 
Item of 
Equi pment 
Basic Aircra ft 
Purchase Price 
Registration Fee (3%) 
Communications and Avioni cs 
Channeli zed Transce iver w ith Inter com 
Ambulance Dispatch Transce iver 
DF, Omni and Transponder 
Switch panels & cab in speakers 
Uti l ity Eauioment 
Heater 
Heavy Duty Battery 
F ire Extinguishers 
Night and Flood Lights 
Rotor Brake 
Medical Eauipment
1 
TOTAL 
I nvestment 
Fixed Wing 
Helicoptera Planeb 
$95, 000 
2, 850 
1, 895 
500 
5, 620 
550 
3, 250 
925 
40 
1, 050 
1, 195 
1, 150 
114, 025 
$25, 275 
758 
1, 895 
500 
5, 620 
550 
40 
1, 150 
35, 788 
1Both aircraft were assumed equ ipped with rad io equipment of same 
pri c e  and type. 
2Medi c al equipment included here was the same as th
at used w ith the 
auto ambulance. Se e  Appendix Tab le D-2. 
Sout-ces : 
a
Dunl ap and Associates , Economics of 
Highway Emergency Ambu­
lance Servi ces, Volume I ,  U. S. Dep
artment of Commerce, 
July, 1968. 
b
" Aircra ft and Accessory Price L
ist, " Cessna Aircraft 
Company, Wichita, Kansas , Feb
ruary, 1969. 
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The cost figures shown in Table  VI -4 indicate that the annual 
fixed costs were considerably h igher for the helicopter ambulance than 
was true for the fixed wing plane. This difference in fixed cost was 
caused mainly by the higher investmen t necessary with the helicopter 
ambulance . Cost of extra equipment items such as flood l ights con-
tribute to the added capabilities of the helicopter, however. 
The variable costs per hour were also found to be nearly twice 
as high for the helicopter ambulance as was true for the fixed wing 
plane. The difference was caused by the higher al lowance for main-
tenance and overhaul necessary with the helicopter, and a slightly 
higher oil and gas cost per hour flown. 
Helicopter and Fixed Wing Ambulance Costs at Various Levels of Use 
The data in Table VI-5 show the total hourly costs of both the 
fixed wing and helicopter ambulance at various hours of use. The hour-
ly costs decrease with increased aircraft use, because it is possible 
to spread fixed costs over more hours of flight time. 
Since total cost per hour decreases with increases in total hours 
of use, it was necessary to estimate the number of flight hours which 
an air ambulance would be used . In making this estimation a number 
of assumptions were made . First, it was assumed that the air ambulance 
would be used mainly in the most sparsely populated portions of North -
west South Dakota. Al l of Northwest South Dakota was included in this 
Tabl e VI-4 
Comparison of Annua l Costs of Helicopter Ambul ance and 
Fixed Wing Air Ambulance 
Cost Items 
Annual Fixed Cost 
Depreciation (5 years, 30% residual)1 
Interest2 
Hul l  & Liability Insurance 
Lic ense Fee (based on weight )  
Misc e l laneous - Hanger Expense etc. 
T�o Ful l-Time Pilots3 
Two Ful l-Time Attendants 
Support Personnel  
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
Variabl e Costs Per Flight Hour4 
Fue l and Oil 
Reserve for Airframe Maintenance 
Res1rve for Engine Maintenance 
Reserve for Spare Parts 
Reserve for Retirement Life 
Reserve for Engine Overhaul 
Pilot 
TOTAL VAR I ABLE COST 
Items 
Costs for 
He licopter 
Ambulancea 
$ 15, 964 
3, 42 1 
1 2, 000 
25 
2, 000 
24, 000 
12, 600 
12, 600 
82, 610 
9 
2 
1 
3 
7 
9 
3 1  
Costs for 
Fixed Wing 
Air Ambulanceb 
$ 5 , 0 10 
1, 074 
6, 400 
35 
2 , 000 
14, 400 
12 , 600 
1 2 , 600 
54, 295 
7. 8 1  
2. 15 
2. 00 
6. 00 
17. 96 
1
cost of equipment and 3 percent initial registration fee are in­
cluded in aircraft cost used in calculating annual depreciation. 
2 I nc ludes 6 percent interest on one-half initial investment in 
aircraft and equipme nt. 
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3Wage of $1, 000 per month assume with helicopter and $600 per month 
plus $6 per flight hour assumed with fixed wing plane. 
4Al l maintenance calculations on helicopter were based on $8 per hour 
for FAA licensed me chanics . Overhaul is necessary every 1200 flight 
hours and on engine every 900 flight hours. 
Sources : aDun lap and Associates, Economics and Highway Emergen cy 
Ambulance Services, Volume I ,  U. S. Department of Commerce, 
July, 1968. 
b" Aircraft and Accessory Price List, " Cessna Aircraft 
Company, Wichita, Kansas, February, 1969. 
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Table Vl-5 
Total Annual Hourly Cost of Helicopter and Fixed Wing 
Air Ambulances at Various Hours of Use. 
Annual Helicopter Fixed Wing 
Number of Cost Ambulance 
Flight Hours per Hour Cost per Hour 
300 $306 $1 9 9  
600 169 109  
800 1 34 8 6  
1 , 000 1 14 72 
1 ,400 90 57 
2 , 000 72 45 
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category except Lawrence , Campbell , Walwor th , Pot ter , and Sully 
Counties . The towns of Belle Fourche , Mobridge , Pierre , For t  Pierre , 
Sturgis , and Rapid City , although located in counties considered to 
be sparsely populated , were also excluded from air ambulance cover -
age . See Figure VI -2 . 
The air ambulance service installation was assumed t o  be 
located near t he center of the area to be served by t he air ambu-
lance . Flight time was estimated assuming an average speed of 135 
MPH for the helicopter and 164 MPH for the fixed wing plane . Flight 
time per trip was broken down into three par ts :  ( 1 )  flight time 
from ambulance location to patient location , (2 ) flight time from 
patient pick-up site to hospital , and ( 3 )  flight time from hospital 
back to �rpor t . F l ight time between the installation housing the 
ambulance and the geographic center of each county  assumed served 
by an air ambulance was used as an estimate of flight time to pa-
tient location . See Figure VI -2 .  Flight time between t he center of 
each county and the hospital utilized was used as an estimate of the 
time necessary to bring the patient to a hospital . Flight time be­
• 
tween the hospital to which t�e patient was brought and the air ambu-
lance storage location made up the remainder of flight time per trip . 
Flight time per trip to each county was then multiplied by the ex-
pected number of trips to each county in order to  find total expected 
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F i gure V l -2 
Area to be Ser ved by Air Ambu lance 
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fl ight time for the entire area servect. 25 Total expected flight time 
was fir s t  estimated ass uming that t hree-fourths of the patients trans­
port d were brough t to the hospital closest to the patient pick-up 
site and one fourth were brought to one of three large hospitals 
located in the study area. Because patient condition often requires 
the level of care available only in rela tively large hospitals, it 
was felt that the use of the closest hospital three-fourths of the 
time and a large hospital one-fourth of the time would be more realis-
tically representing the present situation than to assume complete 
dependence on the closest hospital . Hospitals located at Mobridge, 
Pierr e , and Rapid City were assumed to be the large hospitals utilized. 
These hospitals were chosen because they were the largest in their 
respective portions of Nor thwest South Dakota. 
� 
Total expected flight time was estimated a second time. In this 
case the assumpt ion was that all patients from the portion of the 
study area served by air ambulance would be brought to the closest of 
any one of three large hospitals in the study area. See Figure VI-2. 
Because of the trend away from small town medical facilities, it was 
25The following relationship was found in the Dunlap Study for a 
sample of ambulance services serving populations of less than 
10, 000 people. 
Y=l7 . 3X Where Y is number of emergency calls per year and X 
is the population of the area served divided by 1, 000. 
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felt that transporting all  patients to t hree large hospita ls would 
real istical l y  represent wh t might be expected in the future . 
The total estimated f l i ght times for both he licopter and f ixed 
wing pl nes re shown in Table VI-6. The data in columns one and 
three of  this Table  were  comp i led assum i ng that the c losest hospital 
was used three-fourths .f t he t ime and a large hospita l  one-fourth. 
The relative l y  sma l l  number o f  f J i. gh t hours shown for the fixed wing 
plane results because an au to  ambu lance was nec essary to bring patients 
to an airport and this a i r por t wa .. l sua l l y l ocated in the town with 
the c losest hospita l. The f l i ght t imes shown in columns two and four 
of the Table were computed assum ing. a l l pati ents to be brought to the 
c losest of any one of three large hospitals in the area. 
Using the flight hour data s hown in Tabl e  VI-6 as a guide, the 
he licopter ambulance would  be f lown approximately  1, 250 hours per 
year if three-fourths of the patients transported were brought to the 
c losest hospital and one-fourth were brought to a large hospital in 
the area. If a l l  patients were brought to a large hospita l, total 
fl ight time would be 1, 425 hours. Total annual c ost would be $ 121, 360 
at 1, 250 hours of use and $ 126, 785 at 1, 425 hours of use. Cost per 
hour at the two l eve ls of use would be $97 and $89 per flight hour. 
Total annual cost for the fixed wing a i r  ambulance would be 
$59, 539 if three -fourths of all patients were assumed to be brought 
to the clos est hospi tal  and one -fourth were assumed brought to one of -
Table VI -6 
Expected Flight Times Using Helicopter and 
Fixed Wing Air Ambulance 
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Hel icopter Fixed Wing A i� Ambulance 
Flight Time Flight Time Flight Time Fl ight Time 
Us ing C loses t Us ing large Us ing C l oses t Using large 
Hospital 1 Hospi tal Hospital
1
'
2 
Hospi tal 
( Hour s ) ( Hours ) ( Hour s ) ( Hour s ) 
Flight Time 
to Locat ion 
of Pat ient 439 439 90 361 
Flight Time for 
Transpor tation 
of Patient to  
Hospital 27.1 368 -75 303 
F l igh t  Time for 
Return t o  S tor-
age Locati on 5 41 6 18 127 509 
Total F l ight 
Time 1 , 25 1 1 , 425 2 92 1 , 173 
1 seventy -five percent of the trips were assumed to be t o  t he closes t  
hospital s  and 25 per cent t o  one of the previous ly des ignated large 
hospitals. 
2
Li t t le use would  be made of the f ixed wing plane in transpor ting 
pat ients to closes t hos pi tal _because i t  was oft en l ocated in the 
same town as the closes t airport. 
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three l arge hospitals . I f  al l patients were assumed brought to a 
large hospital, total annual costs increased to $75, 362. Cost per 
hour at these two levels of use would be $188 and $60 per f l ight 
hour, respectively. I t  is interesting to note that with maj or de-
pendence on the smal l hospitals in the area, the hourly cost for the 
fixed wing air ambul ance was over twice that of the helicopter ambu-
l ance. I t  is also significant that total expected costs for the 
helicopter ambul ance increased by only $5, 000 when al l patients wer e  
assumed to be  deliver ed to one of the three large hospitals in the 
area. 
Estimating Service Times and Total Costs Associated with 
Three Al ternative Ambulance Sys tems 
The three systems considered were : ( 1 )  auto ambul ance, (2 ) 
joint use of hei'icopter ambul ance and auto ambul ance, and (3 )  j oint 
use of fixed wing air ambul ance and auto ambulance . The l ocation of 
the services are shown in Figure V I -3 .  The average service times 
possible with each system were first calcul ated , after which the 
cost of each system was presented . 
Approximating auto ambulance service areas 
The assumed number and location of auto ambul ance instal l ations 
necessary to provide ambul ance service within reasonabl e  distance of 
al l parts of N�rthwest South . Dakota are shown in Figure VI -3. To 
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Figur e V I -3 
Assumed Location of Ambulance Serv ices in Northwest South Dakota 
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better unders tand the size of the area which would be dependent upon 
each auto ambulance installation , service area boundaries were drawn 
one-half the r oad dis tance between ambulance services . 26 
A method of service time es timation for each s ervice area 
Service time was defined as the time elapsing between depar ture 
from the ambulance s torage location and arr ival at an appropriate 
hospital . Service times for each ambulance ser vice .area were cal-
culated for three differ ent situations : (1 ) patient was transported 
to closes t cur r ently operating hospital, ( 2 ) patient was transpor ted 
to the closes t of three large hospitals in the area , ( 3 )  patient was 
transpor ted to a large hospital outside Nor thwes t South Dakota. In  
order to provide a comparison between the service times possible 
using differ ent ambulance vehicles in each of the above s ituations , 
� 
service time was calculated three times : firs t ,  assuming exc l usive 
use of the auto ambulance ; second , exclusive use of the helicopter 
ambulance ; and thir d , exclusive use of a fixed wing air ambulance-
auto ambulance combination . 
The assumptions made in computing ser vice time r eflect differ ences 
in vehicle capacities . The air ambulances were each assumed to be 
located in one centralized location , while one auto ambulance was 
2 6The decision as to type of service was made mainly on the 
basis of what currently exis ts in the town . 
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assumed located in  each ambulance service area . See Figure V I -3 .  
The average speeds possible with the three vehicles wer e assumed to 
be 135 MPH , 164 MPH , and 60 MPH for the helicopter, fixed wing air 
ambulance , and auto ambulance , respectively . Road miles were used in 
calculating service times using the auto ambulance ,  while air miles 
were used in calculating service times using the two types of air 
ambulances . 
The maj or problem involved in estimating service times for each 
of the ambulance service areas was approximating patient l ocation. 
Because much of the demand for ambulance care results from auto ac -
cidents , road midpoints were used as approximations of where ambulance 
care would be needed . Road midpoints were defined as a point one-
hal f  the road distance between the service area ' s auto ambulance 
instal lation and the border of the service area . Average service 
time for a service area was computed by first cal culating service 
time for each road mid-point in the area and then finding the average 
of t hese service times . The service time for a midpoint would be the 
time necessary for gett ing to a midpoint with an ambul ance and taking 
a pat ient from t hat point to a designated hospital . The same basic 
model was used for estimating the service time possibl e  using each 
t ype of vehic le .  
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It was fir s.t assumed that patients were brough t to the c losest 
hospital . The computations in Table VI-7  show that in the case of four 
of the ambulance service areas a hel icopter located at a centralized 
instal lation could fly to the area and bring patients to the local 
hospital in less time than it woul d  take using a local ly stationed 
auto ambulance. Because an auto ambulance is necessary for bringing 
patients to an airpor t before boarding a fixed wing plane , the_ use of 
the f ixed w i ng plane was assumed not applicable f or bringing patients 
to the closest hospital. 
Service time necessary for bringing patients to a large hospital 
was next computed . The hospital s included in . this category were 
located in Rapid City , Pierre , and Mobridge . The data in  Table VI - 7  
show that patients from eight service areas cou l d  b e  brought to a • 
large hospital in less time with a helicopter ambulance or fixed wing 
air ambulance than wi th the auto ambulance ; also the differ ence in 
service time is quite large in most cases . The fixed wing air ambu-
lance has a service time similar to the helicopter for most service 
areas . 
The third possible patient transportation need is the transpor -
tation of patients to a hospital outside Nor thwest S outh Dakota, 
such as to the Universi ty of Minnesota Hospital . I t  was assumed that 
on the average the distance would be 350 miles from the point of 
Table Vl-7 
Service Times Possible Using Auto Ambulance, Hel icopter Ambulance, 
or Fixed Wing Air Ambulance i� Northwest South Dakota 
Serv ice Time to Serv ice Time to Large Service Time to Large 
Ambulance Closest Hos2ital HosEital in Area Hos2ital out of Area 
Service Auto Helicopter Auto Helicopter Fixed Wing Helicopter Fixed Wing 
Areas Amb. Amb. Fixed Wing Amb. Amb. Air Amb . Auto Amb. Air Amb. 
(Min. ) (Min. ) Air Amb. (Min. ) (Min. ) (Min. ) Amb. (Min . )  (Min . )  
Lemmon 28* 3 1  -- 12 3 64 62 -- 1 79 1. 5 6 *  
Faith 58 24* -- 125 45* 90 169*  186 
Philip 49 37* -- 9 3  5 5* 74 -- 183 169* 
McIntosh f:15 37* -'- - 78 51* 64 185 158* 
Mobridge 36* 48 -- 35* 48 -- -- 195  160* 
Herreid 46* 64 -- 46* 64 56 -- 206 169*  
Gettysburg 35* 50 -- 74 61 50* -- 1 9 9  165*  
Pierre 36* 5 3  - - 36* 5 3  - - - - 1 9 9  164* 
Rapid City 34* 47 -- 34* 47 -- -- 1 94 162* 
Sturgi s 26 42 -- 53 49 43* -- 1 92 � 159*  
Belle Fourche 33* 44 -- 75 60 59*  -- 1 9 3  162*  
Buffalo 92 55*  -- ' 1 75 79* 1 34 -- 187 172 *  
*Shortest service time possible with any o f  the three vehicles. 
1 
Serv ice time was defined as the time between leaving the ambulance installat ion and arriving at 
a hospital with the patient. 
2 
The Deadwood service area was so small in geographic area that the analysis of service time for 
the area was not considered applicable. 
I­
I---' 
0 
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patient pick-up . In this situation the fixed wing air ambulance 
could provide faster service for nearly every service area than was 
possible with the helicopter ambulance. In the one service area where 
it did not, patients had to be transported considerable distance to 
an airport before boarding the air ambulance . 
The initial investment and operating costs associated with each 
of the three ambulance systems analyzed are shown in Table V l -8.  The 
use of tile auto ambulance alone was shown to require the lowest initial 
investment and annual operating cost. The helicopter ambulance with 
some support from a auto ambulance had a lower annual operating cost 
than the system using the fixed wing air ambulance. This lower cost 
resulted because the helicopter could replace several auto ambulance 
installations which would have been needed with the other two systems . , 
Table VI-8 
Initial Investment and Total Annual Operating Costs 
for Three Alternative Ambulance Systems 
Type 
of 
System 
Auto Ambulance Only 
Auto Ambulance and 
Fixed Wing Air Ambulance 
Helicopter and Auto Ambulance 
Initial 
Investment 
$ 1 76 , 400 
2 15 , 788 
231 , 025 
Annual 
Operating 
Cost 
$282 , 962 
342 , 501 
307 , 328 
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Financing Ambulance Services 
Histor ically most ambulance services have been financed through 
the use of fees charged to the patients served . Because of r ising 
costs, caused i n  par t by federal legislation aimed at increasing 
quali ty, the fee f inancing of serv ices is beginning to prove more and 
more impractical . One of the maj or problems w i th fee financing is 
non-collection. The small size of the fee makes it easily forgotten . 
The small amount involved makes legal action against non-payi ng cus-
tomers nearly impossibl e .  Furthermore, the li fe and death nature of 
ambulance care near l y  always assures repeated service to those not 
pay ing for prev ious serv ices . · 
One alternative to complete rel iance upon fee financi ng is sub-
sidization by some level of governm�nt. I f  local control is desired , 
pr imary reliance for f inancial suppor t will probably need to come 
from local town or county government uni ts . However , since the use of 
an ambulance serv ice is  not restricted to those liv i ng in  an area, 
state and federal financial help  also seems justif ied. 
The Federal Government' s concern for the adequacy of ambulance 
services is shown by i ts passage of the Highway Safety Act of 1966. 
(P.L. 8 9 - 5 64 ). This act author i zed the Secretary of Transpor tation 
to issue standard No . 11 , Emergency Medical Services. Under this 
standard, states are expected to identi fy deficiencies in their 
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emergency medical services and establ ish remedial priorities in 
order to apply for Federal H i ghway Safety funds to assist in a l levi-
ating deficiencies. If funds ava i lable under this act prove insuf-
ficient in South Dakota, per haps resources could be reallocated from 
highway construction , because one important reason of highway con­
struction is to provide rural areas with access to medical care and 
other public services , a function which a helicopter ambulance also 
performs. 
A second alternative to complete reliance upon fee financing is 
the establishment of volunteer services . With such services the ex-
penditures for labor are greatly reduced. Vo l unteer serv ices do have 
some unique problems, such as reduction in ambulance service avail-
ability when volunteers are at their jobs, and keeping a sufficient 
number of trained volunteers .  
Chapter Summary 
Some portions of Northwest South Dakota do not have ambulance 
services readily available at the present time . In all parts of the 
study area, auto ambulances were relied upon almost completely for 
emergency transportation to hospitals ; some air services were pr o­
viding patient transportation to distant hospitals outside the area . 
The least costly type of ambulance service per installation was 
found to be the auto ambu lance. The auto ambulance was also found to 
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be the most restricted in terms of area it can serve and distance it 
can transport patients within acceptable time periods. 
Both the helicopter and fixed wing air ambulances are capable of 
providing ambulance service to a larger geographic area than the auto 
ambulance . This capability results from the fact that they are not 
bound to roads and are able to travel at relatively high speeds. The 
fixed wing air ambulance is, however, limited primarily to picking up 
patients at airports. 
When cost of the two types of air ambulances were compared, it 
was found that the helicopter ambulance required a higher initial 
investment and had both higher fixed and variable costs than did the 
fixed wing aircraft. However, when the costs of alternative ambu-
lance systems were analyzed, it was · found that the system utilizing 
a helicopter ambulance in conjunction with an auto ambulance provided 
service at a lower total annual cost than the system utilizing a fixed 
wing ambulance. This lowe_r level of cost was possible because the 
helicopter could replace several auto ambulance installations. Fur-
thermore, with the helicopter system serving the sparsely populated 
counties the service time between these areas and large hospitals in 
the study area was greatly reduced from what it was using auto 
11 5 
ambulances onl y .· The long service time necessar y  with the aut o  
ambulance would b e  a serious limitation t o  the quality of the 
service wh ich these ambulances could provide, even when well 
s taffed and equipped . 
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CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS , RECOMMENDATIONS , AND NEED FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The pur pose o f  this  s tudy was to inves t i gate some o f  the prob -
lems whi ch Nor thwe s t  South Dako ta commun i t ies  fac e in pr ov i d ing 
med i cal s er v i c e s , as well as suggest some alternat ive solut ions for 
the ar ea. The s tudy focused on thr ee main are as : ( 1 ) hospi tal 
locat ion and services  available , ( 2 )  doctor locat i on , and ( 3 )  ambu-
lance s erv i ces. 
Study Conc lus ions 
Hos p i tals and phys i c ians appear ed to be available in  all par ts  
o f  Nor thwes t  South Dakota . However , a cons iderable rural-urban d i f -
fer ence i n  the level o f  care available d i d  seem to exi s t. The hos -
pi tals locat ed i n  low dens i ty por t ions of the area wer e small in  s ize 
and lacked many of the spec ialized personnel found in larger hos p i tals. 
The occupcncy rate o f  these small hospitals was generally qui te low , 
caused in par t by the frequency _ with whi ch people liv i ng near these 
hospi tals s ought hospi tal car e at larger , bet ter equ i pped hos p i tals . 
These larger hos p i tals were located in towns s erved by more doct or s  
wi th a greater var i e ty o f  spec ialt ies.  
Dur ing the  pas t  ten year s many o f  the small t owns loc ated in 
spar sely populated port ions o f  or thwest South Dakota have los t  the 
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medical r esources which they had . Towns with one or two doctors 
often cou l d  not replace doctors which left , and the turn-over of 
doctors in these sma l l  towns s eems to have been more rapid than for 
larger towns . Also , a number of the hospitals located in the smal l 
isolated towns have clos ed , often caused by loss of the town doctor . 
Nor th west S outh Dakota was pr imarily dependent upon auto ambu-
lance s ervices for patient transportation . . Such s ervices were not 
present ly  availab le in a l l  parts of Northwest South Dakota and some 
currently avai labl e  s ervices wer e  also considering discontinuing 
their operations. 
Of thre e  a lternative ambulance systems analyzed , a s ystem uti-
lizing a he licopter ambulance appear ed capabl e  of. providing the best 
qual ity in terms of getting. patients to a hospital in the s hortest 
time . A h e l icopter could  pick up patients from most parts of North­
west South Dakota and bring them to a local hospital in about the 
same length of time as it would take a local ly  stationed auto ambu­
lance , and a patient coul d  be brought to a large hospital in the area 
much faster with  a helicopter ambulance than would  be possible  using 
an auto ambulance . 
When patients requir ed transportation long distances , the fixed 
wing a i r  ambulance was faster than the heli�opter ambulance. The 
fixed wing aircraft was of little use in transporting patients to 
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the ir  l oca l hos p i tal , however. The ambulance sys tem ut i l i z ing the 
f ixed wing ambulance was also shown to be mor e  expens ive t han the 
system u t i l i z ing the he l i copter , because the f ixed wing plane could 
not r eplace any auto ambulance serv ices as the he l i copter ambulances 
probab ly  c ould. 
Improv ing t he Leve l of Med i ca l  Car e Avai lab l e  i n  
Nor thwe s t  South Dakota _ 
The l ow popu lat ion dens i ty o f  r ural areas in Nor thwe s t  South 
Dakota make s it near ly  impos s i ble for commun i t i e s  located t her e to 
prov i de any th ing but a min imal  leve l o f  med ical  s erv i c e . One o f  the 
mos t  prom i s i ng l ong r un oppor tunity  for incr eas ing t he l eve l of care 
in  these ar eas is by e s tab l i s h ing a good ambulance s y s tem to improve 
ac cess to the s pec ial i zed care ava i lable in lar ge center s , and by 
e s tabl i s h ing extended care un i ts and c l i n i c s  for local tr eatment o f  
rout ine health  prob lems. However , i t  i s  doub t ful i f  the area c ould 
f inanc e an adequate ambulance sys tem for th i s  purpos e wi thout some 
he lp  from an out s ide s ource. Ther e for e , i t  i s  r ecommended that the 
s tate g ive con s iderat i on to par t ial ly f inanc ing an area -w i de ambu-
lance s er v i c e  ut i l i z ing a he l i copter ambulance . Us e o f  the hel i -
copter s e ems necessary because t he presen t  au to ambulance s er v i c e s  
are hav i ng d i f f i cul ty func t ioning and the analys i s  i n  this  s tudy in-
d i cates that this would probably be only s l ight l y  mor e c os t ly than 
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complete d ependence upon auto ambu lances. The analys i s  o f  this  s tudy 
a l s o  ind i cated t hat use of a he l icopter ambu lance woul d  gr eat l y  im-
prove ac cess to the med i cal  fac i l i t ies of the area ' s larger t owns . 
I t  i s  also  r e c ommended that local commun i t i e s  give cons i derat ion to 
t he cons truc t i on o f  c l inics  as an al ternat ive t o  sma l l  hos pitals. 
Such c l i n i cs cou l d  be served by para-medi ca l  per s onne l on . a ful l -
t ime bas i s  and a phys i c ian o n  a par t -t ime bas i s. 
Lim i ta t i ons o f  the Study and Need for Fur ther Re s ear ch 
Th i s  s tudy po inted out wher e the ar ea ' s med i cal r e s our ces wer e  
located , i nd icated t h e  g�ograph i c  locat ion from wh i ch hos p i ta l s  in  
the ar ea drew the i r  pat i ents , and pr ov ided informat i on on t he number 
and type of per sonne l employed by var ious s i zed hos p i ta l s. Th i s  in-
format ion w i l l  prov ide impor tant background mater ial  for fur ther 
s tud i es  ana l y z ing the cost of operat ing var i ous s i zes and types o f  
med i ca l  fac i l i t ie s , such a s  hos p i tal s �  c l in i cs , and nur s ing homes . 
Al though t he s tudy focused on where peop l e  from the s tudy ar ea 
went for hos p i tal care , l i ttle  could be deduced fr om the s tudy as to 
why peop l e  ut i l i zed the hosp i tal they d id . Other impor tant .ques t i ons 
not answered by the s tudy are �  would people from the ar ea ' s sma l l  
· towns ut i l i ze l o c a l  c l in i c  type fac i l i t i e s  s taffed b y  personne l w i t h  
l e s s  train ing t han a med i cal  doctor , and how wou l d  s tudy area r e s idents 
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react to the establ ishment of an air ambulance service in the area , 
particular ly if  i t  meant the loss of their local ambulance service 
insta l lation . 
The study covered an area containing only  about one-fourth the 
land area of South Dakota and about the same proportion of the popu-
lation . A simi lar state-wide study needs to be conducted periodical -
ly , perhaps every f ive or ten years . Such a study woul d  provi de 
current informat ion on changes in the pattern of patient movement to 
hospi tals and i nformation on the levels of care avai lable i n  different 
size classes of hospi tals . This information would  be useful i n  
planning future hospi tal construction i n  the state . 
Although the study compared the cost and capabi l i ties of various 
ambulance systems , the study does not cover their organi zation . A 
study needs to be done on how an area wide ambulance system m ight be 
organi zed , i ncluding ways in  which local governments could share costs 
wi th the federal and state governments . A method for organi zi ng area 
ambulance systems into a statewide system also ought to be consi dered. 
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Appendix Table A-1 
Age and Ra c ia l Make-up o f  the Nor thwes t  
South Dakota Populat ion , 1960 
Po pulat ion Agea 
b Rac i a l Make-up
a 
Make-Up , 1960 Dependency 
County Number Number Rat io  Number Percent 
below 14 above 50 1960 Non-wh i te Non-wh i te 
Pennington 2 1 , 0 14 8 , 832 84 . 2  2 , 590 4.5% 
Meade 3 , 7 87  2 , 973 91 . 5 257 2. 1 
Lawr ence 5 , 808 4 , 0 3 1  92 . 7  12 4 0. 7 
Hughe s 4 , 657 2 , 399 95 . 1 641  5. 0 
Walwor th 2 , 796 1 , 900 94 . 7  199 2.5 
Pot ter 1 , 725 1 , 116 97. 6 50 1. 6 
Campbell 1 , 2 55 , 758 95 . 0  2 0. 0 
But te 2 , 893 2 , 082 98 . 6  52 0. 6 
Sully 938  58 6 99 . 9  20 0 ., 8 
Cor s on 2 , 329 1 , 054 115.5 1 , 674  28. 9 
Dewey 2 , 0 6 3  1 , 0 14 108 . 4  2 , 005 38 . l  
S tanley 1 , 72 4  535 104. 7 13 3 3. 3 
Haakon 1 , 204 774 108 . 4  4 1  1. 2 
Per k ins 2 , 0 6 3  1 , 506 98.5 3 7  0. 6 
Ziebach 1 , 0 35 411 111. 6 998 40. 0  
Har d ing 854 520 97.9 4 0 . 0  
TOTAL 56 , 155 30 , 491 5 . 6 
Sour c es : 
a
u. S.  Bur eau of t he Census , U .  S .  Ce nsus of  Popula t i on :  
1960. General Soc ial and Economi c Charac ter i s t i c s , South 
Dakota , Fina l Re por t PC ( l ) -43C , ·u .  S .  Gover nment Pr int in g  
Of f i ce , Was h ington , D. C . , 1961 . 
b
Mar vin P .  R i l ey , South Dakota Popula t ion and Farm Census 
Fa c t s , Circu lar Number 151 , Rural  Soc i ology De par tment , 
South Dakota State Univer s i ty , Brook ings , South Dakota , 
1962. 
County Med ian Incomes 
1960 1966 
Appendix Tab le  A-2 
Economic Characterist ics of the 
Northwest  South Dakota Populat ion 
Percent 
of Families 
a 
below $3, 000a 
1 9 60 1966 
Local Government 
Expendi tures for 
Hea l th and Hospita lsb 
Total Per Capita 
1 9 62 1 9 62 
Pennington 5, 501 9, 589  17  . 1% 1 5. 4% $77, 000 $ 1 .  33 
Meade 
Lawrence 
Hughes 
Walworth 
Pot ter 
Campbe l l  
Butte 
Sul ly 
Corson 
Dewey 
Stanley 
Haakon 
Perkins 
Ziebach 
Harding 
AREA 
- Sources : 
4, 490 8, 947 27 . 8  2 1 . 3 7, 000 0. 5 9  
5, 226 8, 439 18. 3 18. 5 -- --
6, 360 10, 1 5 1  1 3 . 3  1 6 . 9  1, 000 0 . 05 
4, 771 7, 924 27 . 4  25 . 1  -- --
4, 289  6, 891  
I 33 . 9  28. 3  -- --
3, 691  5, 981  36 . 8  33 . 0  1, 000 0. 2 6  
5, 062 8, 541 2 1 . 1  20. 9 -- --
4, 109 7, 717 35 . 0  27 . 2  66, 000 2 5 . 50 
2, 914 5, 986 5 1 . 3 41. 3 -- --
3, 364 6, 1 1 6  44 . 2  37. 4 -- --
5, 758 9, 1 56  9. 7 14 . 8  7, 000 0. 39 
4, 660 8, 534 29. 3 24 . 3  -- --
4, 471 7, 62 9 30. 1 27. 1 1, 000 0 . 09 
3, 988 7, 752 35 . 6  27 . 5  -- --
4, 710 9, 140 31. 0 25 . 5  -- --
-- -- 22. 7 20. 3 1 60 , 000 1 . 02 
a
"Survey of Buying Power, " Sales Management , The Marketing lVfagazine, June 10, 1 967 .  
bu . S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Governments : 1 9 62 ,  Vol . IV, No . 4 ,  Compendium 
of Government Finances, U. S. Government Pr int ing Offi ce, Washington, D. C . ,  1 9 64 .  
� 
N 
-...1 
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Append ix Table A-3 
Live Births in Nor thwest  South Dako ta , 
by County o f  Mother ' s  Res idence , 1957 - 1967 
Live Bir t hs Per County Change 
County 1957 1959 196 1 196 3 1965 1967 1957 -196 7 
Pennington 2 , 069 2 , 285 2 , 130 2 , 358 1 , 593 1 , 329 -740 
Mead e 264 282 28 3 355 250 225 - 39 
Lawr ence 434 451 467 4 72 357 300 - 134 
Hughes 359 3 79 4 3 1  32 7 240  2 09 -150 
Walwor th 2 06 224 22 1 166 179 117 - 89 
Potter 164 169 159 133 10 7 103 - 6 1  
Campbell 80 8 7. 8 7  79 65 42 - 38 
But t e  2 0 7  2 12 202 2 14 164 116 - 91 
Sully 7 1  6 7  8 2  66 53 3 7  - 34 
Cors on 177 169 174 185 177 157 - 20 
Dewey 179 218 18 7 160 153 12 1 - 57 
Stanley 129 10 7 157 95 66 65 - 64 
Haakon 103 92 8 0  78 53 54 - 49 
Perk ins 153 144 125 108 90 70 - 83 
Ziebach 66 98 89 69 7 7  54 :... 12 
Har d ing 60 '6 1  6 3  . 51 36 29 - 3 1  
TOTAL 4 , 72 1  5 , 045 4 , 93 7  4 , 916 3 , 660 3 , 028 - 1 , 693 
Source : Div i s ion o f  Public Health Stat i s t ic s , Annual S tat i s t i cal 
Repor t ,  South Dakota Depar tment o f  Healt h , P ierr e , South 
Dako ta , 1957 , 1959 , 196 1 , 1963 , 1965 , 196 7 . 
Year 
1960 
1962 
1965 
1967 
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Append ix Table A-4 
I nfant Death  Ra te Among Wh i t e  and Non-Whi te Populat ions 
in Nor thwe s t  South Dako ta 
l n fant 1 Death Rate Per 1 , 000 Liv e  Bir ths 
Nor t hwe s ta. 
South Dakota South Dako taa Un i ted States b 
IWh i t e  Non-Wh i te Wh i te Non-Wh i te Wh i t e  Non-Wh ite 
2 6. 7  75 . 0  26 . 0  79 . 1  26.0 43 . 2  
20 . 4  7 1 . 9  2 5 . 3  52 . 7  2 5. 3  40. 7 
2 5. 3  42 . 5  24. 7 50 . 3  24. 7 40. 3 
20.0 28 . 3  - 22 . 1  34 . 9  22 : 1  --
11ncludes  d eaths o f  all bab i es under one y ear o f  age . 
Sour ces : aD iv i s i on of Public Health S ta t i s t i c s , South Dakota Publi c 
Hea l th S tat i s t ic s , Annual S tat i s t i cal Repor t ,  S outh Dakota 
Depar tment o f  Health , Pierr e , South Dakota . 
bu .  S .  Bur eau o f  the Census , Stat i s t i cal Abs t rac t  o f  the 
Uni t ed S ta tes : 1967. ( 88 ed i t ion . ) Wa shing ton , D. C . , 
1967 . 
Counties by 
I nfant Death 
Rate 
Corson 
Sully 
Hughes 
Meade 
Pennington 
Lawrence 
Campbell 
Ziebach 
Haakon 
Butte 
Stanley 
Walworth 
Dewey 
Potter 
Perkins 
Harding 
AREA 
Appendix Table A-5 
I n fant Deaths Per 1, 000 Live Births in 
Northwest South Dakota, by Counties 
I nfant Death 
Rate per 1, 000 Live 
Births, 1960-1966 Average 
All Races 
37 . 8  
37 . 5  
32 . 1  
2 9 . 5  
28 . l  
27 . 3  
25 . 9 -.. 
26 . 6  
22 . 8  
22 . 7  
21 . 9 
18 . 8  
1 7 . 1  
16 . 9  
15 . 1  
14 . 8  
26 . 8  
White 
21 . 4 
37 . 5  
2 7 . 9  
28 . 2  
26 . 6  
26 . 9  
25 . 9  
4 . 6 
22 . 8  
21 . 0  
22 . 1  
1 4 . 9  
1 4 . 6  
16 . 9  
15 . 1  
1 4 . 8  
2 4 . 9  
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Non-White 
5 7 . 3  
71 . 1  
66.7 
5 4 . 5  
5 4 . 1  
44 . 4  
33 . 3  
21 . 3  
6 4 . 5  
18 . 7  
44 . 9  
Source : Division of Public Health Sta tistics, Annual Statistical 
Report, South Dakota Department of Health , Pierre , South 
Dakota, 1 960-1966 . 
Appendix Table B-1 . 
Number of Pat ients Admi tted, Days of  Care Given, and Percent 
of Beds Occupied in Northwest South Dakota Hospitals, 1 957-1967 
Hospitals 
Size of 
Hospital 
Patients 
Admitted 
Pat ient Days 
of Care Given 
1957 1967 1957 1967 1957 1967 
Belle Fourche 
Deadwood 
Faith 
Get tysburg 
Herreid2 
Hoven 
Lead 
Lemmon 
McLaughlin 
Mobr idge1 
Onida2 
Phi l ip 
Pierre 
Rapid City ( B) 
Rapid City ( S )  
Spear fish 
44 
76 
20 
26 
N.A. 
35 
2 9 
24 
31  
5 0  
18 
20 
102 
125  
1 50  
8 
48 
68 
20  
35  
35  
30 
30 
2 9  
52 
20 
20 
145 
1 16 
147 
20 
1, 720 
2, 156 
334 
1, 016 
736 
558 
877 
784 
1, 631  
285 
631 
4 , 699  
4, 582 
4, 9 97 
128 
1, 490 
1, 655 
2 10 
1, 692 
597  
532 
581 
661 
2, 044 
. 171 
559  
4, 2 5 1  
5, 003 
6', 083 
664 
8, 070 
2 1, 128 
3, 753 
6, 2 14 
4, 334 
6, 106 
3, 744 
4, 964 
8, 681  
1, 184 
3 , 224 
34, 310  
26, 560 
28, 754 
612 
Sturgis 24 39 1, 042 1, 238 7, 364 
New Underwood2 N.A. -- -- -- 2, 478 
guinn2 8 -- 185 -- 1 ,686 
� 
8, 2 5 1  
14, 691 
3, 02 9 
9, 273 
2, 771 
5, 766 
3, 82 2  
3, 676 
10, 079 
3, 899  
33, 398 
31, 413 
39, 898 
3, 817 
12, 732 
Data for two hospitals located in Mobridge were summed to get 1957 f igure. 
2The New Underwood, Quinn, and Herreid Hospi tals closed previous to 1967. 
Percent of  
Beds Qccupied 
1957 1967 
50.0 
89.0 
51 . 5 
82.0 
33.0 
59 . 3  
43.0 
44.7 
47.6 
22. 2 
44.2 
92 . 0  
7 1 . 0  
58.5 
35. 0 
84.1 
56.4 
64. 5 
47 . 0  
59 . 1  
4 1 . 5  
72 . 6  
2 1 . 7 
52.7 
34.9 
34 . 7 
53.1 
32. 0 
5 3 . 4  
63.1 
?4 , 1 
74.4 
5_2 . 3 
89 . 4  
·source : Divis ion o f  Comprehensive Health Planning, Hospital Li cense Information, 1 967, 
State Department of  Health, Pierre, South Dakota . 
f­
c...v 
f--' 
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Append ix Table B-2 
Locat i on of Phy s i c ians In Nor thwes t South Dakota , 1967 
Number o f  Number o f  
Number of Doctors Doctors 
Total Number Doctors of w i th 
Towns of Doctor s o f  Med i c ine Osteopathy Spec ialt ies 1 
Rapi d  C i ty 67 65 2 56 
Pierre 14 13 1 5 
Mobr idge 7 7 2 
Lead 6 6 2 
Belle Four che 5 5 3 
Deadwood 5 5 3 
Spear f i s h  6 5 1 1 
Stur g i s  6 3 3 1 
Lemmon 2 2 0 2 
Fa i t h  2 0 2 0 
Newell 1 1 0 
Ge ttys burg 2 2 0 
Hoven 1 I 0 
Mc Laughlin 1 I 0 
Wall 1 I 0 
Ph i l ip 1 I 0 
Bi s on 1 0 I 0 
Buf falo 1 0 I 0 
TOTAL 130 119 1 1  75 
1
Doc tors with  a s pe c ialty other than general prac t i ce . 
Source : South Dakota S tate Board of Med i cal and Os teopath i c  
Examiner s , 1967. 
Append ix Table B-3 
Type of Car e  Given by Four S i ze Classes o f  
Hospi tals , 1967 
Pr opor tion o f  Total Days  of  Car e 
Depar tments  I n  E ight Depar tments ; by Hospi tal 
Of fer ing Less than 25 - 49 50-99 
Car e 25 beds beds beds 
Med i c ine 61 . 6% 47 . 2% 4 7 . 1% 
Ger iatr i c s  12 . 3 15 . 1  22 . 5  
Medi cal Pediatr i c s  9 . 7 9 . 5  6 . 2 
Sur g ical Ped iatr i c s  0 . 5  2 . 0  2 . 1 
Surgery 13 . -5 18 . 4  15 . 7  
Orthoped i c  0 . 3  2 .4 
Psychi atr i c  
Obs tetr i c s · 3 . 5 5 . 4 6 . 5 
TOTA L 10 . 2  23 . 0  11 . 7 
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Given 
o f  S i ze : 
100 - 199 
beds 
35 . 3% 
5 . 0 
6 . 2 
4 . 4 
38 . 5  
4 . 5  
0 . 7 
5 . 4 
54 . 9  
Source : Div i s ion o f  Compr ehens ive Health Plann ing , Hos p i tal L i cens e 
In format i on , S tate Depar tment of Hea l th , P i er r e ,  South 
Dako ta . 
Appendix Table B-4 
Number of Selected Health Services and Personnel 
Located in Northwest South Dakota 
134 
Location 
of 
Services 
Ambulance 
Servicesa, b 
Nursing 
Home 
Beds Dentists
1
'
d 
Optometrists 
Wall 
Hoven 
McIntosh 
Faith 
Herreid 
Newell 
Onida 
Selby 
McLaughlin 
New Underwood 
Quinn 
Bison 
Buffalo 
Philip 
Gettysburg 
Lemmon 
Spearfish 
Belle Fourche 
Mobridge 
Sturgis 
Deadwood 
Lead 
Pierre-Ft. Pierre 
Rapid City 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
4 
17 
64 
18 
9 
59 
31 
191 
104 
27 
71 
9 · 
1 19 
2 34 
1The Location of Dentists are Shown by X. 
1 
X 
X 1 
X 1 
X 1 
X 2 
X 2 
1 
X 1 
X 1 
X 2 
X 9 
Sources : 
aDivision of Health Mobilization � State Department of 
Health, Pierre , South Dakota. 
bQuestionnaire sent to county and city governments in 
Northwest South Dakota . 
cDivision of Comprehensive Health Planning , Hospital License 
I nformation , State Department of Health , Pierre , South 
Dakota. 
Health Manpower Study Commission , Health Manpower for 
the Upper Midwest , St . Paul , Minnesota , 1966. 
e
Dr .  Bert C .  Corwin, Pres ident , Optometris_ts _of South Dakota . 
Append ix Tabl e  C-1  
Number o f  Out -o f-Town Pat i ents Coming Var ious Road 
D i s tances  for Hos p i tal Car e , 1967 
Hos p i ta l s  
Order ed 
Number 
o f  
Number o f  Out -o f -Town Pat i ents who 
Came from within the Following 
Di s tances : 
1 35 
by S i ze Out-o f-Town 0 -2 4  25-49 50- 7 4  75-99 100 miles 
Pat ients m iles mi l e s  mi l e s  mi l e s  & over 
Rap id C i ty 
( St . John ' s )  1 , 788 53 1 4 19 296 169 380 
Pierre 2 , 056 68 1 607 511 129 128 
Rap id C i ty 
( Benne t t ) 1 , 588 248 517 138 2 4 7  568 
Mobr idge 1 , 2 39 337 603 194 54 51 
Deadwood 938 822 46 20 10 40 
Belle Four c he 731 225 . 352 71 55 28 
Stur g i s  469 - 2 10 119 57 15 68 
Ge t ty sburg 680 226 304 63 63 2 4  
Lead 178 1 78 
Lemmon 173 75 72 17 4 5 
Mc Laughlin 3 76 118 2 30 14 7 7 
Fa i th 107 40 4 7  5 2 13 
Phili p 191 33 141 9 2 6 
Spear f i s h  1 79 98 12 26 13 30 
Onida 48 26 22 
Herre ict 1 N.A. 
Hoven 1 N.A . 
AREA 10 , 74 1  3 , 692 3 , 517 1 , 42 1  763 1 , 348 
1
nata were not avai lable for this  hosp i tal . 
1 36 
Appendix Table C-2 
Number of Out-of -Town Patients by Size of Town 
of Home Address , 1 967 
Hospitals 
Ordered 
by Size 
Rapid City 
( S t. John ' s ) 1 
Pierre 
Rapid City 
( Bennett ) 1 
Mobridge 
Deadwood 
Belle Fourche 
Sturgis 
Gettysburg 
Lead 
Lemmon 
McLaughlin 
Faith 
Philip 
S pearfish 
Onida 
Herreid 
Hoven 
AREA 
Percent of Out -of-Town Patients who 
Number of Were Residents of Each of the Following 
Out -of-Town .__ ____ S-'-'-i_z_e_C_l��-s_s_e_s __ o_f_T_o_wn_s_: ____ _ 
Patients 
1 , 788 
2 , 056 
1 , 588 
1 , 239  
938 
7 31 
469 
680 
1 78 
1 7 3  
3 76 
10 7 
1 91 
1 7 9  
48 
N.A . 
N . A .  
50-499
1
500-2 , 499 
38.6% 
45.7 
38. 4 
55.7 
16.3 
52.5 
59.5 
54.4 
1 3.5 
79.8 
52.8 
51. 0 
72.3 
51. 7 
35.4 
45.3 
31.5% 
51.1 
28.6 
43.-6 
4.3 
21. 3 
15.1 
43.3 
18.5 
45.4 
46.0 
25.7 
15.7 
35.5 
31.5 
1 1 0 , 000 I 2 , 500-9 , 999 & over 
2 7.3% 
1 . 4  
25.4 
0.3 
78.5 
2 3.9 
1 3.4 
0.9 
86.5 
1. 7 
1.6 
3.0 
0.5 
2 9.2 
2 0.1 
2.6% 
1.8 
7.6 
0.5 
0.7 
2 . 0 
12.0 
1. 4 
1. 5 
3.4 
29.1 
3.1 
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Appendix Table C-3 
Number of Patients Admitted into Northwest South Dakota 
Hospitals from Towns Located in Fifteen Hospital Service Areas 
Towns 
Grouped 
by 
Service Areas 
Number of 
Admissions 
of Residents 
of Each 
Town 
Rapid City Hospital Service Area 
Black Hawk 5 6  
Caputa 20 
Farmingdale 13 
Hill City 83 
Keystone 55 
New Underwood 1 64 
Piedmont 94 
Rapid City 6, 746 
Rockerville 1 
Scenic 1 6  
Wasta 36 
BoxElder 57 
Owanka 18 
- TOTAL 7, 359 
Pierre Hospital Service Area 
Canning 6 
Ft. Pierre 529 
Hayes 79 
Pierre 2, 093 
Kirley 14 
TOTAL 2, 721 
Deadwood-Lead Hospital Service Area 
Deadwood 
Central City 
853 
50 
Admissions 
into 
Hospital 
in Service 
Area 
55 
20 
13 
80 
55 
149 
74 
6, 641 . 
1 
1 6  
36  
55  
18  
7, 213 
6 
518 
79 
2, 024 
13 
2, 642 
662 
44 
Admissions 
into Other 
Northwest 
South Dakota 
Hospitals 
1 
3 
20 
105 
2 
146 
9 
69 
1 
79 
191 
6 
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Appendix Table C-3 (Continued) 
Towns Number o·f Admissions Admissions 
Grouped Admissions into into Other 
by of nesidents Hospital Northwest 
Service Areas of Each in Service South Dakota 
Town Area Hospitals 
Rochford 14 5 9 
Terraville  17 17 0 
Pluma 1 1 0 
Silver C ity 5 0 5 
Lead 1, 001 799 202 
Galema 1 1 0 
TOTAL 1, 942 1 , 529 413 
Mobr idge Hospital Service Area 
Glencross 2 3  2 3  0 
Firsteel 30 24 6 
Java 12 1 116 11 
Mahta 1 1 0 
Mobridge 809 764 45 
Selby 288 2 31 57 
Wakpala 19 14 5 
Whiteoorse 19 1 1  8 
Akaska 25 17 8 
Trail City 39 32 7 
·Timber lake 2 13 · 164 49 
TOTAL 1, 587 1, 391 196 
Be l le Fourche Hospital Service Area 
Belle Fourche 949 759 190 
Camp Cook 31 17 14 
Castle Rock 7 5 2 
Fruitdale 32 23 9 
Hoover 5 1 4 
Newel l 173 87 86 
Nisland 64 45 19 
Redig 5 5 0 
Appendix Table C-3 (Continued) 
Towns Number of 
Grouped Admissions 
by of Residents 
Service Areas of  Each 
Town 
Zerona 7 
Buffalo 7 6  
Ludlow 4 
Ladner 6 
TOTAL 1 , 359 
Sturgis Hospital Service Area 
Elm Springs 12 
Enning 24 
Fair point 5 
Hereford 4 
Sturgis 1, 238 
Union Center 26 
Vale 63 
Whitewood 146 
Fort Meade 31 
TOTAL 1, 549 
Gettysburg Hospital Service Area 
Gettysburg 944 
Laplant 8 
Lebanon 100 
Lowry 33  
Tolstoy 23 
Ridgeview 23 
TOTAL 1, 131 
Lemmon Hospital Servi ce Area 
Bison 
Glad Valley 
29 
3 
Admissions 
into 
Hospital 
in Service 
Area 
0 
21 
1 
1 
965 
1 
18 
3 
2 
702 
15 
48 
66 
12 
8 67 
815 
3 
90 
17 
23 
14 
962 
6 
1 39 
Admissions 
into Other 
Northwest 
South Dakota 
Hospitals 
7 
55 
3 
5 
394 
11 
6 
2 
2 
5 3 6  
11 
15 
80 
19 
682 
129 
5 
10 
16 
0 
9 
169 
23 
3 
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Append ix Table C-3 (Continued) 
Towns Number of  Admissions Admissions 
Grouped Admissions into into Other 
by of Residents Hospital Northwest 
Service Area of Each in Service South Dakota 
Town Area Hospitals 
Lemmon 382 352 30 
Lodgepool 1 1 0 
Meadow 40 24 16 
Morristown 64 53 11  
Prairie City 15 4 11  
Ralph 3 3 
Reva 10 10 
Shade Hill 14 9 5 
Watanga. 46 21 25 
Keldron 17 13 4 
Morristown 63 53 10 
Sorum 5 5 
TOTAL 692 536 156 
McLaughlin Hospital Service Area 
Bullhead 9 8 1 
Kenel 6 2 4 
Little Eagle 2 1 . 12 9 
McIntosh 160 95 65 
McLaughlin 376 288 88 
Walker 1 1 0 
Cherry Creek 10 1 9 
Dupree 168 40 
128 
Eagle Butte 307 12 
295 
Faith 203 96 
107 
Howes 3 
3 
Isabel 132 12 
120 
Longry 29 9 
20 
Marcus 9 1 
8 
Marine 7 2 
5 
Mud Butte 16 
16 
Opal 6 1 5 
Plainview 10 2 
8 
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Appendix TabJ e C-3 (Continued) 
Towns Number of Admiss ions Admissions 
Grouped Admissions into i nto Other 
by of Residents Hospital Northwest 
Serv ice Area of Each in Service South Dakota 
Town Area Hospitals 
Red Owl 20 5 1 5  
Stoneville 15 15  
White Owl 12 1 11 
Zerona 7 7 
Br idger 1 1 
Parade 3 3 
TOTAL 958 182 776 
Phi l ip Hospital Service Area : 
Creighton 22 8 14 
M i lesville 77 40 37 
Ottumwa 1 1  8 3 
Philip 447 338 109 
Qui nn 48 21 27 
Wall 153 39 1 1 4  
Midland 116 30 86 
Cottonwood 40 27 13 
TOTAL 914 51 1 403 
S2earfish Hos2i t al Service Area 
Spearf ish 766 433 333 
St. Onge 40 1 1  29 
TOTAL 806 444 362 
Onida Hos2ital Serv ice Area 
Agar 13 1 9 12 2  
Blunt 180 15 1 65 
Harrold 118 8 1 10 
Onida 365 119 246 
794 151 643 TOTAL 
142 
Append ix Tabl e C-3 (Cont inued ) 
Source : Divis ion of Compr ehensive Health Planning, Hospital License 
Informat ion , 1 967, State Department of Health, Pierre, South 
Dakota. 
Appendix Table D-1 
Investment in Equipment for Each Instal lation 
Equipment 
Office 
Desk and Chair 
Two Lounge Chairs­
File Cabinet 
Typewriter 
Adding Machine 
Office Supplies 
Communications 
Base Station Installation 
Personnel 
Bunk Beds 
Garment Rack 
Utility Cabinet 
Miscellaneous 
TOTAL COST 
Cost 
$ 100 
50 
40 
200 
80 
75 
1 , 000 
100 
10 
25 
20 
1 , 700 
Source: Dunlap and Associates, Economics of Highway 
Emergency Ambulance Services, U .  S. Department 
of Transportation, Washington, D. C .  
1 4 3  
Appendix Table D-2 
Investment in Equipment for each Ambulance 
Equipment 
Communications 
Mobile Transceiver 
Medical 
Resuscitator-Inhalator-Aspirator 
Wheel Stretcher (incl . Mattress) 
Chair Stretcher 
Litter 
Orthopedic Stretcher 
Bag-Mask Resuscitator 
Portable Suction Apparatus 
Splints ( 2  sets arm and leg) 
Orpharyngeal Airways 
First Aid Kit 
Miscellaneous 
Sand Bags 
Pillows and Blankets 
Fire Extinguisher (1 qt . )  
Flashlights and Flares 
TOTAL COST 
Cost 
H $ ' 750 
400 
230 
100 
30 
125 
45 
50 
40 
5 
50 
15 
25 
25 
10 
1 , 900 
Source: Dunlap and Associates, Economics of Highway 
Emergency Ambulance . Services, U. S. Department 
of Transportation, Washington, D .  C .  
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Model 
Fixed Wing Aircraft 
Piper Cherokee , Six 'If3-
Cessna
. 
Skywagon 206b 
Helicopter Aircraft 
Jet Rangerc 
FH-ll00c 
47J-2Ac 
Appendix Table D-3 
Some Models of Fixed Wing and Helicopter Aircraft 
Suitable for Use in Air Ambulance Work 
Initial 
Cost 
$24, 900 · 
25, 275 
95, 000 
94, 500 
25-50, 000 
Direct 
Operating 
Cost Per Hourl 
$11. 00 
11 . 95 
31 . 00 
32 . 00 
29-33. 00 
Cruising 
Speed 
168MPH 
164 
135 
1 42 
91 
1 Includes maintenance and reserve for overhaul on engine and airframe. 
Sources : aPiper Aircraft Corporation, Lock Haven, Pennsylvania. 
b
Cessna Aircraft Company, Wichita, Kansas . 
Range (at Maxi­
mum Payload without 
Reserve or Refueling) 
570 miles 
650 
400 
396 
200 
cDunlap and Associates, Economics of Highway Emergency Ambulance Services, U. S. 
Department of Transportation, Washington, D .  C. 
1-1 
� 
CJl 
1 46 
Appendix Table D-4 
Expected Ambulance Utilization for Counties Assumed 
Served by Air Ambulance 
Counties Assumed Population Expected 
Served by Air Served .... Ambulance 
Ambulance in Counties1 Utilization 
Harding 2 , 371 41 
Butte 2 4, 505 78 
Perkins 5, 977 10 3  
Corson 5 , 798 100 
Campbell 3, 531 61 
Dewey 5, 257  9 1  
Stanley2 1, 436 25 
Ziebach 2, 435 43 
Haakon 3 , 30 3  57 
Meade 7, 405 1 29 
Pennington2 15, 796 27 3  
TOTAL 57, 874 940 
1
1960 population figures were used . 
21960 population of the county minus the 1960 population of the 
largest town in this county comprised the populat ion served from 
this county . 
14.7 
Appendix Table D-5 
Expected Flight Miles Using Helicopter and 
Fixed Wing Air Ambulance
1 
Breakdown 
of 
Flight 
Distance 
Flight Distance 
to Patient 
Location 
Flight Distance 
to Hospital 
with Patient 
Flight Distance 
for Returning 
to Storage 
Installation 
Total Flight 
Distance 
Total Distance with 
Helicopter Using: 
Closest Large 
Hospital Hospital 
59, 212 5�, 212 
36, 563 49, 731 
73, 061 83, 404 
168, 8 36 192, 347 
Total Distance Flown 
with Fixed Wing Air 
Ambulance Using : 
Closest Large 
•"Hospital Hospital 
14 , 803 59, 212 
12, 335 49, 731 
20, 851 83, 404 
47, 989 192, 347 
1When flight distance shown in this table is divided by 135 in the 
case of the helicopter ambu--lance and 164 in the case of the fixed 
wing air ambulance the result is flight time as shown in Table 
Vl-6 . 
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Appendix Table D-6 
Type and Location of Ambulance Services Used in 
the Three Ambulance Systems Analyzed1 
Location Services3 Services3 Services3 
of Type of2 Utilized Utilized Utilized 
Services Service with Plan A with Plan B with Plan 
Rapid City PF X X X 
Faith PFCB X X X 
Mobridge PFCB X X X 
Pierre PFCB X X X 
Deadwood PFCB X X X 
Lemmon PFCB X X 
Sturgis PFCB X X 
Philip PFCB X X 
Belle Fourche V X X X 
Herreid V X X X 
Onida V X X X 
Gettysburg V X X X 
Buffalo V X X 
McIntosh V X X 
Faith H X 
Faith FWA X 
1 The three systems analyzed were : Plan A, auto ambulance only ; 
Plan B, auto ambulance and fixed wing air ambulance ; and Plan C, 
auto ambulance and helicopter ambulance. 
C 
2PF means private firm, PFCB means private firm operating a com­
limentary business, V means volunteer service, H means a helicopter 
ambulance, and FWA means Fixed Wing Air Ambulance. 
3An X means that with this Plan an ambulance of the type designated 
was assumed located in the town listed to the left. 
